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ABSTRACT

A thermal infrared (TIR) survey was conducted to locate surface
ordnance in and around the Naval Ordnance Disposal Area, and a thermal
anomaly was found. This report documents studies conducted to identify
the position and cause of the thermal anomaly. Also included are results
of a long path Fourier transform infrared survey, soil sampling activities,
soil gas surveys, and buried heater studies. The results of these studies
indicated that the thermal anomaly was caused by a gravel pad, which had
thermal properties different than those of the surrounding soil. Results
from this investigation suggest that TIR is useful for locating surface
objects having a high thermal inertia compared to the surrounding terrain,
but TIR is of very limited use for characterizing buried waste or other
similar buried objects at the INEL.
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

Martin Marietta conducted nighttime fly-overs of the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

, (INEL) carrying a thermal infrared (TIR) imaging system to locate ordnance at the Naval

Ordnance Disposal Area (NODA). During the fly-over, a thermal anomaly measuring

approximately 50 x 100 ft was found. The anomaly was warmer than the surrounding soils and

',, was reported as a possible contaminant plume (Martin Marietta Missile Systems 1992). Field

work was conducted to verify the location of the thermal anomaly and to identify factors
contributing to the anomaly.

As part of the field work, the anomaly area was surveyed using an infrared (IR) imaging
system carried 50 ft above the earth's surface in a bucket truck. The temperature of the anomaly

was estimated to be 3°C warmer than the surrounding soils and the boundaries found using IR

imaging paralleled ahe boundaries of the anomaly identified by Martin Marietta.

Laboratory results from soil samples obtained from the area indicated that polychlorinated

biphenyls (PCBs) may be present in the parts per billion range of concentrations. The PCBs were
probably the remnants of cleanup operations following an electrical transformer leak on the site.

Soil sample analysis also indicated that the volatile organic compounds (VOCs) methylene
chloride and acetone could be present. Further sampling using soil gas samplers could not verify

the presence of either VOC. I_xmg path Fourier transform IR (FTIR) technology monitoring

data obtained over the IR anomaly did not indicate the presence of VOCs. The source of VOCs

in the soil samples was attributed to laboratory contamination. Neither PCBs nor VOCs would
have caused the thermal anomaly.

Using thermal IR, an attempt was made to detect a large buried caisson, a simulated waste

trench, and active 10-W hcaters buried at depths ranging from 2.5 to 100 cm at a nearby site.
Neither the buried caisson nor the simulated waste trench were detected from soil surface

temperature data. In addition, 10-W hcaters buried at 17.5 cm and deeper could not bc

discerned. The lack of a measurable surface response was attributed to the surface temperatures

being more responsivc to sun-, wind-, and dcwfall-induced changes in temperature than to soil

heat flux from decper depths. Thc analysis shows that using IR imaging for locating buried

objccts at thc INEL is incffcctivc and that thc TIR anomaly could not be caused by a buried

, objcct. The thcrmal anomaly was concludcd to be caused by thc gravci pad, which had thermal

properties diffcrent from the surrounding soils. TIR is useful for locating surface objects having a

high thermal inertia compared to their surroundings.
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Factors Affecting Thermal Infrared images at
Selected Field Sites

INTRODUCTION

• Martin Marietta conducted fly.overs of the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)
to locate ordnance at the Naval Ordnance Disposal Area (NODA) in October 1991. During a
fly-over, an area approximately 50 × 100 fl was found to have a higher nighttime temperature

" than the surrounding soils. Martin Marietta tentatively identified the area as a contaminant
plume (Martin Marietta Missile Systems 1992). Subsequent studies were conducted to identify
the position and cause of the anomaly including (a) confirmation of the anomaly, (b) a literature
search of documents pertaining to NOD, k, (c) interviews with previous site users and
investigators, (d) a search of aerial and ground-level photos of the site, (e) a Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) survey of the site to identify possible volatile organic compounds (VOCs), (f) soil
sampling activities, (g) soil gas sampling activities, and (h) a thermal infrared (TIR) survey of the
anomaly that was conducted 50 ft above the ground surface using a bucket truck. This report
provides a description of the analysis used to conduct the studies, conclusions drawn from study
results, and a historical backgroundof the NODA site.



HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The NODA sitewasusedby the NavyduringWorld War l! for destructionof excess
ordnancefrom testsof refurbishedgunbarrelsfrom theNaval Gun Plantin Pocatello,idaho. The
INEL areawas knownasthe Naval ProvingGround,Arco, Idaho. Destructionof ordnancewas
incomplete,andunexplodedordnanceaswell asfragmentsof ordnancewerescatteredoverthe
NODA site. in 19"/2,the NODA sitewasselectedasa storingandshippingarea for potentially
explosivelaboratorychemicalsbecauseunexplodedordnancealreadyexistedon thesite.

A Martin Marietta fly.over of the INEL was conducted in October 1991 to determine the
applicabilityof using state-of-the-art TIR technology for locating ordnance on the soil surface and
possible subsurface disposal sites (Martin Marietta Missile Systems 1992). The NODA site, located
west of the C.cntraiFacilities Area (CFA), was included in the survey (see Figure 1).

During the fly-over, considerable amounts of ordnance and fragmentsof ordnance were
clearly imaged using TIR technology. One image indicating ordnance and a human figure, included
as a relative size reference, is shown in Figure 2. These results indicate that objects with a
temperature different than the surroundingsoil surface can be precisely located using TIR (Martin
Marietta Missile Systems 1992).

In addition to locating ordnance and fragments of ordnance on the soil surface (see Figure 2),
Martin Marietta identified an area approximately50 x 100 ft that appeared warmer than its
surroundings(see Figure 3). Uncalibratcd sensors were used in the Martin Marietta fly-over;thus,
accurate temperatures were not estimated from the data (Martin Marietta Missile Systems 1992).

During the late 1970s, hazardous chemicals and electrical transformerscontaining
polychlorinated biphenyis (PCBs) were stored on the site awaiting shipment to authorized disposal
facilities. A report concerning land use at the site is included in Appendix A. Since many organic
compounds adsorb and emit energy in the IR region, it was hypothesized that the thermal anomaly
could be the result of organic contamination. While the NODA site was being used for chemical
storage and shipping, an all-weather gravel pad was laid down, and small storage sheds were
erected. Aerial photos dated 1981 and 1990 show the location of the storage sheds and
transformers. Since variation in thermal properties over the soil surface can produce thermal
anomalies as the result of small differences in the rate of heat exchange between the soil and
atmosphere, the gravel pad was also identified as a potential source of the observed thermal
anomaly.

#

The NODA site and the TIE anomaly wcrc visually inspected from the ground on April 15,
1992. The shape of the anomaly was found to closely follow the outline of a gravel pad within the
NODA boundary. Thus, several factors that could be contributing to the TIR anomaly were
identified: chemical contaminants interfering with the normal emission of the soils, the emission
spectra of the gravel being different than the surrounding soils, the gravels being at a different
temperature than the surrounding soils, or a combination of contaminants and gravel thermal
emissions. The gravels could have a different temperature than the surrounding soils and
vegetative surfaces because of variations in thermal capacity or because objects buried beneath the
surface of the gravel pad interrupt the diurnal and annual heat waves generated by solar heating.
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Figure 1. Map of the INEL showing the location of the NODA site.
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ANALYSIS

Mapping Actlvlties

In order to compare results from the various studies conducted at NODA, a local grid
system was established over the NODA gravel pad. A map of the gravel pad boundaries, the
large iron gate at its entrance, and the position of shrubs on the pad, was constructed using
standard plane table mapping techniques. An aerial photo dated 1981, a time period when the
pad was used to store hazardous chemicals was used to digitize the boundary of the gravel pad
and positions of small storage sheds and electrical transformers then on the site. The boundary of "
the TIR anomaly obtained by Martin Marietta was also digitized. Boundaries of the gravel pad
obtained from plane table mapping, aerial photos, and the TIR image were overlaid, and the
results are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows that the three methods of determining the gravel pad boundary produce
nearly congruent boundaries with areas the general shape of the continental United States.
Differences among the methods are attributed primarily to errors in scaling the aerial photo and
TIR image onto the local coordinate system. Also, during the mapping the exact boundary of the
gravel pad was not always obvious. For example, the eastern boundary has wheel ruts and
scattered gravel, which makes establishing the boundary imprecise. In general these results show
that the TIR anomaly identified by Martin Marietta is within the boundaries of the gravel pad.

Longpath FTIR

A long path FHR study was carried out to detect possible VOCs in the atmosphere above
the TIR anomaly, since VOCs can adsorb energy in the 8 to 12 I_mrange. Unlike TIR, which
relies on the ability of a surface to emit IR, longpath FTIR uses an IR source emitting a known
IR spectrum and a receiver capable of breaking down the IR spectrum into individual
wavelengths. The IR source is placed on one side of the VOC being monitored; the receiver is
placed on the other side. VOCs present in the IR beam path interact with various wavelengths of
IR, and their presence can be detected and their concentrations estimated. During the first week
of June 1992, an FTIR system (Nicolet Instrument Corp., Madison, Wisconsin) was set up over
the gravel pad at the NODA site. The IR source was located on the east boundary (at
approximately 15N,0W in the coordinate system shown in Figure 4). The IR receiver was located
on the west boundary (near 5N,35W of Figure 4). The concentration of vapors emanating from
an area depends largely on atmospheric dispersion. Under conditions of a stable atmosphere
(usually at night or at dawn), the dispersion is less and concentrations are higher than during
daylight hours; therefore, the FFIR study took place overnight in order to monitor a period with
stable atmospheric conditions. A letter report summarizing test results is provided in Appendix B.

The FTIR survey over the gravel pad indicated that no detectable organic contaminants
were present over the gravel pad at the time of sampling. Therefore, the TIR anomaly was not
the result of organic vapors emanating from the gravel pad area.



Figure 4. Boundary of the gravel pad at the NODA site as estimated from plane table mapping
(dotted line), aerial photographs (shaded region), and the airborne TIR image (heavy line). The

" quadrilaterals indicate sites where storage sheds (Sh), drums (Drm), a dumpster (Dmp), and
electrical transformers (Tr) were positioned. The contour lines show the results of the EM-31
survey. The stars indicate positions where soil and soil gas samples were taken. Unlabeled,D

objects are unidentified items.



Soil Sampling for Chemical Analysis

In addition to disposal of Naval ordnance, the NODA site was used to store laboratory
chemicals and electrical transformers before their disposal. The locations of storage sheds, drums,
and electrical transformers (Figure 4) are areas most likely to contain chemical spills and leaks.
Soil sampling positions in relation to the local coordinate system laid out on the site are shown as
stars in Figure 4 and are also given in Table 1. Soil samples were obtained at five locations on
August 21, 1992 for analysis of organic compounds and metals.

The results of the chemical analysis conducted on soil samples are presented in Appendix C.
While data in Appendix C show detectable levels of methylene chloride and acetone, a data
quality review found that methylene chloride and acetone values to be within laboratory
contamination levels. Following data quality review, only PCBs were found above detection
limits; their estimated concentrations are summarized in Table 1. The PCB results for samples
above detection limits are reported on the Pesticide Organics Data Sheets as AROCHLOR-1260.

Examination of Table I and Figure 4 shows two areas with low levels of PCBs where
electrical transformers were stored and where a known PCB spill occurred.

In addition to the organic compounds noted in Appendix C, the soils were analyzed for
metals, and the results are also in Appendix C. The chemical analysis used a hot acid digestion to
extract the metals and thu_ included large quantities of native elements known to be present in
soils and rocks throughout the West. Without knowledge of the actual mineral form, the effect of
the metals on the IR adsorption spectra cannot be estimated from these data. These data have
been made available to the Environmental Restoration program and are being used in developing
an RI/FS for the NODA site.

Table 1. Concentration of PCBs in soil samples obtained at the NODA site.

Chemical compound Concentration Quality
Local c_,ordinates a found (/zg/kg) valueb

09N, 12W AROCHLOR- 1260 47 A

10N,23W AR OCH LOR-1260 318 A

16N,27W AROCHLOR- 1260 2251 A
¢

25N,25W AROCHLOR- 1260 78 A

a. Sampling coordinates indicated in Figure 4.

b. Quality level A indicates values above detection limits.



Soil Gas Sampling

Soil gas was sampled passively using glass test tube samplers containing vapor collectors. The
collectors consisted of two Curie-point ferromagnetic wires to which activated carbon was
chemically fused. Activated carbon has a high affinity for a broad range of hydrocarbon and
halogenated hydrocarbon compounds. The samplers were installed by the manufacturer's

, representative (NERI, Lakewood, Colorado) on September 10, 1992. The samplers were located
at the same points where soil samples were obtained for chemical analysis (see Figure 4 and
Table 1). The samplers were allowed to equilibrate in the soil for 25 days and were then retrieved

'- for chemical analysis. The VOCs were analyzed using a mass spectrometer.

The laboratory results of the soil gas chemical analysis (Appendix D) indicate possible
benzene and toluene contamination exist on the site at the parts per billion level. It was
impossible to determine if these aromatics were the result of chemical storage activities or
chemical decomposition of naturally occurring terpenes volatilizing from the surrounding sagebrush
and rabbitbrush.

The FI"IR uses a wide IR band that encompasses the TIR band. Thus, any contaminant that
influenced the TIR results would have influenced the FHR results. Therefore, the TIR anomaly
was not the result of VOCs interacting with the natural TIR emissions.

TIR Surveys at the NODA Site

Field work at the NODA site using TIR imaging systems was conducted in two field
campaigns. The first campaign was carried out to verify the presence of the TIR anomaly and to
estimate the difference in temperature between the anomaly and its surroundings. A second field
campaign was conducted at the NODA site, after a dual band TIR system became available.
Because the temperatures estimated using TIR are functions of both thermal emissivity and
temperature, the TIR anomaly could result from variations in emissivity as well as temperature.
Dual band TIR systems allow estimating both temperature and emissivity.

The first campaign took place in June 1992 and consisted of operating a TIR imaging system
(MIKRON Instrument Company, Inc., Wyckoff, New Jersey), sensitive in the 8 to 12-_m IR band,
at a height of approximately 50 ft using a bucket truck. Oblique images were obtained over two
nights. Because the scanner was capable of imaging an area only 30 x 30 ft and the gravel pad
was approximately 50 x 100 ft, several images were required to form a complcte image of the pad

' (see Figures 5 and 6). Since the images were obtained at oblique angles to the surface, they are
distorted images of the gravel pad as shown in Figure 4. The actual gravel pad boundaries and
other thermal features were correlated to TIR by walking around the site and identifying features
visible to TIR. Temperatures of the gravel pad and soils were also taken and agreed with those
obtained by TIR. Individual shrubs, pebbles, and cobbles were obvious in the TIR images
obtained from the bucket truck during the nighttime. The shrubs were 2 to 3°C cooler during
early nighttime because they protrude into the atmosphere and t_llow the air temperature closely.
The cobbles and pebbles were easily seen because their thermal inertia is higher than that of the
soil. The thermal inertia for gravel and sandy soil were estimated as 2.2 × 10 3 and 1.0 × 10 3 J x

m2 x sl'z, respectively. As a result of differences in thermal inertia, the gravel warms and cools at
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Figure B. Thermal image obtained duringthe June 1992 field campaign. The image is a
distorted view of the gravel and boundaries shown in Figure 4 because the images were obtain_
at an oblique angle from an elevated position 50 ft above land surface located on the south side
of the anomaly.
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Figure 6. Thermal imageof the NODA gravelpadobtainedduringa periodof heavydowfall.
Note that the gravelpadboundaryislessdistinctthanin Figure7, andnotethe appearanceof
warmareaswherecondensationis takingplaceon vegetativesurfaces.
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a slower rate than the soil (Sabins 1986). Thus, a strong thermal contrast exists between the
gravel and soil during nighttime hours at the NODA site.

Thermal features visible to TIR changed significantly with local weather conditions. Figure 5
shows a distinct boundary between the gravel pad and soil and that the pad was at a nearly
uniform temperature 3°C above the soil temper,-,ture at 10:29 p.m. In contrast, Figure 6, which

, was obtained at 2:59 a.m., shows a diffuse gravel pad boundary, and shows the gravels and soils to
be at nearly the same temperature. Figure 6 also shows warmer areas appearing, which were
found to be vegetative surfaces that were being wetted with dewfall. The condensation of the

,. dew on the vegetation released heat, therefore slowing the rate of cooling and making the
vegetation warmer than the gravel pad. Images obtained later (not shown here) found the gravel
pad boundary to be completely obscured as dewfali progressed and wetted the gravel, soil, and
vegetative surfaces. These results show TIR images to be subject to thermal driving forces that
can significantly alter image intcrpretaticm such as advective cooling and condensation
phenomena.

The second ficld campaign was carried t_ut Scptcmber 13, 14, and 15, 1992 to estimate the
effect of emissivity variations on TIR images using two IR scanners. Dual-band TIR uses the
ratio of encrgies in the 8 to 12 and 2 to 5.6-_.m bands to correct liarvariations in cmittancc in thc
8 to 12-gin region. One scanner used an inSb detector sensitive in the 2 to 5.6.#m band and the
second scanner was sensitivc in the 8 to 12._tmband (Agema Infrared Systems, Seraucus, New
Jersey). Both scanners were mounted to a common pan and tilt mechanism (mounted on a
bucket truck) and were operated from thc ground. The dual-band survey was conducted by
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) personnel. A letter report containing the
LLNL test results is given in Appendix E, Figure 7a shows a TIR image, and Figure 7b shows
emissivity obtained frc_mthe west end of the NODA gravel pad.

The imagcs werc Icss dynamic than those hmnd in the Junc 1992 surveys because heavy
dewfall did not occur. A thermal image and its associated cmissivity values are shown in Figures
7a and 7b, respectively. While considerable variatitm in temperature was found, the variations in
emissivity appcar to bear littic relationship to temperature. The lack of variatitm in emissivity
further indicates that the TIR anomaly identified by Martin Marietta is the result of thc
diffcrcncc in tempcratute between the gravcl and surrounding soils.

An experiment using an FTIR system (Model M24(X),MIDAC, Costa Mesa, California) to
estimate IR emission spectra of the soils and gravels at NODA was conducted simultaneously with

, the dual-band survey. The FTIR system was operated by directing the IR detector at the surface
and recording the resulting spectrum. The emission spectrum obtained is shc_wnin Figure 8 which
compares the IR emission spectrum obtained for soils and gravels. The differences found in

' emission spectrum between soils and gravels arc a result of the materials being at different
temperatures.

TIR Surveysat the U.S. GeologicalSurveyTest TrenchArea

One contributing factor to the TIR anomaly, hypothesized in early discussions, was the
presence of buried waste. A near idcai test location was available at the USGS Test Trench Area

15
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Figure 7. TIR image (a) _nd emissivity (h} of the western portiere of the NODA gravel pad and
adjacentsoils. The l'_mrblacksp_ts _n the emissivityimage(b) arc thermalmarkersand
c_rrcspond t_ the I'_ur white spots on the TIR image (a). I.ight rcgi_ms on the TIR image
indicate higher temperatures than the darker areas. Lighter rcgi_ms on the emissivity image
indicate increasingemissivity.
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Figure 8. Emissionspectrumfrom NODA gravelandsoil. The differencesin emissionspectra
are attributedto a 3°C differencein temperaturebetweenthe two materials.
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(UTTA) for attemptingto imageburiedwaste. At the UTTA, a largeburiedcassionanda
simulatedwastetrenchhadbeen emplacedduring previousstudies. Figure 1 showsthe locations
of the UTTA relativeto the INEL and Figure 9 showsthe layoutof the UT]'A.

As part of the secondfield campaign,the UTTA site was imagedusingdual-handIR. The
dual-handTIR imageswere obtained byLLNL personneland the resultsare presentedin
AppendixE. One of the imagesohtaincdis shownin Figure 10. The presenceof the buried
caissonis not evident in the figure.

A thermal analysis was conducted to determine why the buried caisson did not produce a
measurable thermal responsc at the soil surface. The analysisassumed the soil surface to be
subjected to periodic heating andcooling as the result of diurnal and annual temperature cycles.
These periodic waves are nearly sinusoidal, When a buried object is present with thermal
properties different than the soil, some of the thermal energy is rcllectcd back to the soil surface.

The surface temperature response to the reflection can be estimated from

where

R = reflection coefficient

8 = attenuation length (m)

6b : attenuation length for the buried object (m)

D = depth o1"the buried object (m) i

a = thermal difl'usivityc_l'the rcspcctivc material (m2 x s_l)

= angular t'rcquency of the thermal wave (rad/s).
J

The thermal difl'usivityfor the soils at the U'ITA was estimated l'romsoil temperature data
t ,obtained at the site by the U.S. Geological Survey. Table 2 presents hc maximum and minimum

temperatures at several depths beneath the U'II'A as obtained by Pittman (1989).
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Figure 9. Plan view of the UTTA in relationship to the Radioactive Waste Management Complex. Test trenches are 1.2-m diameter
caissons covered with 1.2 m of soil. TIR imaging took place over the east test trench.
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Table 2. Maximum and minimum annual temperatures estimated from soil temperature data at
the UTTA (Pittman 1989).

Maximum Minimum Amplitude of Thermal
Depth temperature temperature sine wave diffusivitya

(m) (*C) (°C) (°C) (mz x s"1)

, 2.1 14.8 4.5 5.15

5.2 x 10 "7

" 3.8 11.8 6.9 2.45

6.6 x 10.7

6.1 9.9 7.9 1.0

a. Note that the thermal diffusivity is the average value for the depth interval between
temperature sensors.

For the annual thermal wave, _ = 2n/(365 x 24 x 3600) = 2.0 × 10.7 s "1. Using the average
a in Table of 5.9 x 107 m2 x s 1 for soil, and a = 0 for the air-filled caisson, and a caisson burial
depth of 1.2 m, the attenuation lengths can be computed as 2.4 and 0 m for the soils and caisson,
respectively. The reflection coefficient estimated from Equation (1) becomes -0.006. This value
implies that the amplitude of the reflected annual thermal wave will be approximately 0.6% of the
value seen at the surface or approximately -0.12°C. Similar calculations for the diurnal cycle
result in an attenuation length of 0.13 m and a reflection coefficient of-3.0 x 10.9 for an insulator
buried at 1.2 m. Because the dual- and single-band TIR systems deployed had sensitivities of 0.2
and 0.1°C, respectively, the reflected component of the annual thermal wave would be at the
limits of the instruments capabilities. The small temperature response attributed to the buried
caisson was overshadowed by condensation and advective processes that were highly variable over
short periods of time and small spatial distances. In addition, the heat flow patterns around the
caisson include lateral heat transport, which makes the thermal signature of the caisson more
diffuse and difficult to observe. Imperceivable surface soil response to the presence of buried
objects was indicated in previous studies (Josten 1992; Williams 1991).

For a buried object to produce the 3°C temperature anomaly observed at the NODA site,
the buried caisson results require the object to be shallow, continuous, and have significantly

, different thermal properties than the soil. The possibility of having such a large body (i.e.,
50 x 100 ft) at the site and being buried at a uniform depth seems improbable. The results of
geophysical surveys (see Appendix F) further support the conclusion that no buried waste or
similar objects exist beneath the TIR anomaly.

During initial discussions to list all possible factors contributing to the TIR anomaly,
exothermic chemical reactions were hypothesized. Appendix A includes a list of chemical
reactives known to have been on the NODA site. In order to mimic the thermal effects that

exothermic chemical reactions would produce, buried heater studies were initiated.

21



The effects of buried waste generating heat were simulated by burying electrical heaters and
monitoring the soil surface temperature. Three 10-W heaters were installed at depths of 25, 50,

and 100 cm on August 26, 1992, in order to allow time for thermal effects to reach the soil

surface before the dual-band survey. The three black dots shown on Figure 10 show where the
heaters were buried; their effect on soil surface temperature was never apparent. The lack of
response in surface temperature to the active heaters was attributed to the soil being a poor

conductor of heat, to lateral temperature gradients spreading thermal effects over a large area,

effectively reducing vertical heat fluxes and, to large temperature changes induced by changing
weather conditions.

The thermal effects of exothermic chemical reactions taking place in the surface soil as the

result of chemicals being mixed directly with soil was simulated in a shallow heater study. Heaters

(10 W each) were buried 2.5, 7.5, and 17.5 cm below ground surface, and the four corners of the
1 x 1-m area were established with thermal markers. The locations of buried heaters relative to

the thermal markers are shown in each image of Figure 11. Power was applied at 12:03 a.m., and

the heaters were monitored over the 8 to 12-/zm IR band until 7:48 a.m. Figure 11a shows the
soil surface and thermal markers located at each of the four corners of the 1 x 1-m test plot

before providing power to the heaters. The effects of the most shallow heater can be seen on

Figure 11b 22 minutes after power was applied. The effects of the heater at the 7.5-cm depth is

shown in Figure 11c 3 hours into the experiment. After observing rapid warming over the most
shallow heater, its power was turned off at 3:29 a.m. to prevent obscuring thermal effects of the
adjacent heater. While the thermal effects of the heaters buried at the 2.5- and 7.5-cm depths

were observed, the effect of the heater buried at 17.5 cm was not apparent over the 8-hour

period of this test. Figure 11d shows the temperature of the soil surface 6 hours into the

experiment. The thermal plume over the heater at the 7.5-cm depth did not enlarge after that

time. Without the thermal markers on the test plot, the heater buried at 7.5 cm would have been

difficult to discern from its continually changing surroundings. The dramatic differences seen

between Figures 11b and 11c were the result of frost forming on the vegetative surfaces of grasses

and forbs surrounding the test plot area. The formation of frost released the latent heat
vaporization and fusion causing those surfaces to warm or at least not cool as rapidly as their
surroundings.

A thermal response at the soil surface was expected from the heater buried at 17.5 cm. A

crude estimate of the expected response was computed from the analytical solution of a buried
point source:

T- P erfc( r---_)
4n.rpC 4_ (2) '

where

T = temperature change due to operation of heater (°C)

p = power applied to heater (W)

a = thermal diffusivity of the soil (m 2 x s"1)
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t = time (s)

r ffi distance from heater (m)

p ffi apparent density of soil (kg × m"3)
t

C ffi thermal heat capacity of soil (J x kga × °Ca)

" erfc( ) = complimentary error function.

Evaluating Equation (2) with a = 5.9 × 10"Im2 × s"1,r ffi 0.175 m, P = 10 W, and t ffi 1, 2,
3, 4, and 8 hours result in predicted temperature changes of 0.27, 1.25, 1.82, 2.30, and 3.82°C for
each time, respectively. The temperature changes are crude estimates because Equation (2)
assumes that the heater is buried deep enough that soil surface effects can be ignored. While the
estimated temperature changes are crude, the changes arc within the detection limits of the TIR
imagingsystem, particularlyfollowing 2 hours of heater operation. These results emphasized the
importance of local weather conditions to the interpretation of TIR images.

The presence of the shallow heaters was observed throughout the period of frost formation
at the UTTA, in contrast the TIR anomaly at the NODA site disappeared during the period of
dewfali. If the TIR anomaly had been the result of exothermai chemical reactions heating the
soil, the anomaly would have been observable throughout condensation or freezing periods.
Therefore, the TIR anomaly was not the result of chemical reactions and the most probable cause
of the TIR anomaly was the result of differences in thermal inertia between the gravels and
surroundingsoils.
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CONCLUSIONS

The TIR anomaly rcportcd by Martin Marictta was the rcsult of a gravcl pad bcing
approximately 3"C warmer then the surrounding soils at the time of the fly.cwcr in October 1991.
As a result of high thermal inertia, gravels stay warmer than surrounding soils during early
nighttime hours, which makes the gravels visible to TIR imaging systems during the night. The

, possibility of contaminants interacting with the IR band and contributing to the TIR anomaly was
rejected because of the low contaminant concentrations and irregular distribution over the gravel
pad. The possibility of a buried thermal source causing the anomaly was also ruled out because,

" in sharp contrast to the behavior of simulated exothermic chemical reactions, the anomaly
disappeared when dew condensed on its surface.

TIR should not be used for locating buried waste at the INEL. Heat transfer analyses
predicted that only minuscule effects would be induced by objects buried mt_re than a few
centimeters below ground surlace. The predictions of the heat transfer analyses arc well
supported by field work in which thermal cff,ects of a caisson (1.8 m in diameter) buried 1.2 m
deep were not observable at the soil surface using TIR imaging systems. The theory was further
supported by an auxiliary experiment where the thermal effects of 10.W heaters installed at
depths of 17.5 cm and deeper could not bc detected at the sc'}ilsurface over the 8.hour penlod of
the test.

The TIR imaging systems did respond rapidly and accurately tc_the formation ol' dew and
frost. TIR imaging was successfully uscd to monitor t:ondcnsation and freezing phenomena where
latent hcat transfer took place at the ground surface. It was also successfully deployed to locate
surface ordnance at thc INEL. TIR is useful for locating surface {_bjcctshaving a high thermal
incrtia compared to their surroundings.
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Appendix A

A Short History of the Naval Ordnance Disposal Area

The contentsof thisAppcndixis froman unpublishedreportbyR, C, Green. In the days
, when theareawasuscd,therewasno Icgalor environmentalrequirementto establishma.ivc

documentation.The onlyrequirementswere that managementhadto approvecvcryopcratlon,
the job hadto he performedsal'cly,l'mrmnalinl[rc- to theareahadto be controlledwith road

• barrier,anda dnalcstrandt'cn_, andranj¢ fire Dotcntialhadto be controlledthroujh the us(:of
firebreaks.When explosivesweremad, theyhadto be controli_ withinthespecifications
eJtablbhedbyAEC_RD_OE, Towardsthe latter partof the NODA me cycle,some
d_x:umentationwaswritten,whichshouldbc foundwithinthe Wutc ManagementData Base.

The Naval OrdnanceDiapmalArea (NODA) is a candidateforcclmur©under40 CFR 265,
"InterimStalin StandardJfor OwnersandOi_ratorsof Treatment,SlnraBc,andDisposal
Factliti_," Due to the imtcnttaihumanhealthandenvironmentalimpactsmociatcd with both
thesitecharacterizationandwut¢ removalaspectsof theeffort, a hazardclamdetermination,
.fcty analyab,anddetailedenvironmentaldocumentationwill _ necc.ary, For thisto bedon(:,
a chemical/hazardousmaterialsourcetermmustbe dcv©lopcdbued uponpastwute handltni
activitiesthai haveoccurredat thb site, Thisdcx:umcntprovidesthissourceterm,

Prior to 1949,the lendmauknownasthe Idaho NationalEngin©crinllLaboratorywasowned
by the U,S. Navyendwa, knownas the NavalProvtni Ground(NPG), Arco, Idaho. The NPG
provideda !arlteareafor r_carch andt_tinl_ of weaponsfor useof Allied forcmdurini World
War I1, Navaliium,whichhadI'_¢nrcfurbbhcdat the NavalGun Plantin P(_:atcllo,Idaho,
were tramlmrtcdto theNPG andteatedfor acceptancebythe fleet. U,S. ArmyAir Corpaircraft
fromthe P(¢atello ArmyAir Baa©wereflownto theNPG, andvariom typ,,..zof ordnan_ were
droppedon two larllccircular_)mbinl lrida, on(: locatednearArionnc NationalLalmratory
W_t, and theother westof theRadioactiveWasteManagement_mplcx, Also, largecxplmive
ordnanceshotswerefiredcastof what b nowthe NavalReactorFacilities,ThcJeshotsinvolved
standardArmyand Navyt:oncrctc,earth.cow:red(illlcx))magazincJ¢ontaininltmilliomof pound
of cxpimiv¢ordnance. The NPG ,lie hada numberof gunflrini ranll_, one of whichwas
approximately29 mih:, i(mB. Thisranis:hcian at lh¢ CentralFa_:ilitt,_Area (CFA) andran
northeasttowardJTest Arcs North, Thb ranlc couldaccommodatenays]BunsranBlnJtfrom 3 to
16 inchc_in diameter,

t

NODA b whal we believe to _ an old Navaldisl_)S.!_itcI(_.tcd north.northw_t of CFA
andninc.tcnlh_of a milunorlhof thePTI _mall.rm_/automaticwealmn_flrtni[range.

t

The dale wasapproximately1_7, l wasworkin_at the T_t ReactorArcs u a health
ph)_icstechnician.] hadilon¢out to a dump,tcr near theMTR reactorto surveyit soil_ waste
could _ shipl_d to the CFA landfill, The radiation,array indicatednothinliout of the ordinary,
hut for someunexplainedreason,1 lookedimid¢andqu_tioned il_contcnt_,The dumpstcrwu
not full m ] I1o|imid¢ andstarted|t_for,li¢ a_)u|, [ movedsomeheavypaler anddi,_:overcd
2UOimundsof oxalicacidcontainedin four paperbaits, This was_ing scatto theCFA landfill,
] immediatelynotifiedmanaliementandvoicedmyconcern,statinlitht_wasa hadpracticeand
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that we needed an interim chemicals storage area for this kind of material so that we could have
time to set up an appropriate disposal operation. We removed the oxalic acid and placed it in a
temporarystorage area,

The oxalic acid incident led to two immediateactions.The firstwu a managementrequest
to inspecttheplant to seeif therewereotherchemicalproblemsthatneededattention,andthe
otherwasto seeif I could find an areanearCFA, CPP, andTP.A thatwe coulduseasaninterim #

stnragc area for chemicals found, l began the second task first, l talked to a number of the old
timers asking specifically if they knew of an arcs used by the Navy as a disposal area. Two of
themwereawarethat the Navyhadsetan areaapartspecificallyfor disposalbut theycouldn't
tell me where although one thought it was between CF and TRA, perhaps a little west. They also
told me about the bomb craters east of the NRF but I was fully aware of them due to my
previous surveys, l drove west of CFA to the old AEC guard firing range and scorched for some
dirt roads that may lead north towardsTRA. This area would be ideal because it was near most
of the mainfacilitiessowccouldset up roadsfrom CFA, CPP,andTRA. In thisway,if we
foundsomethingreallyreactive,we couldget off PortlandAvenuequickly. It didn't take 'ongto
find a dirt road leadingnorth from the firingrange. ] drove nine-tenthsof a milenorth to an
area l had never seen before and stopped. It wouldn't have aroused the curiosity of most
individuals but for me it was a treasure trove. Looking eastwarda few yards I could see some
depr_sions in thesoilwhichI recognizedassmallbombcraters,muchsmallerthan thosefound
west of NRF, I got out of my vehicle and walked to them, it is easy to see why most people
would never have thought much about them even if they had been told about their location.
They were small craters, approximately5 to I0 feet in diameter, scattered amongst the sagebrush.
The crater diameters are similar to those made by large, general.purpose bombs, but the depths
are much too shallow, At the time, this didn't appear too important, What, mistake. I
continuedto look aboutandrealizedthat thiswasa majorfind;the Navyreallyhadsometypeof
operation going on here. This site was different than the others I had found, I came upon a
mound of soil about 6 feet high, which now that I knew its location I could have spotted from the
road. l could tell it was manmade but I didn't know what it was, I was digging around on the top
of it whenall of a suddenthe soil brokethroughandexposeda holeabouta foot across.I raced
to myvehicleto graba flashlightandreturned. My lightthen entereda chamberwhichhad
remainedhiddenfor probablythe last20 years.The chamberwassomewhatcircularandsteel
lined. The steelwassomewhatirregularlyshapedas if a caterpillartractorhadbeenusedto push
in thewallsandmound it with soil. I continuedto searchtheareaobservinga numberof bomb
craterswith manychunksof highexplosivespreadaround. Smokelesspowdercansand
innumerablcpiecesof metal fragmentswerespreadall overthe area. Closeinspectionindicated
partsof artilleryshclls,bombs,andmines. T'nercwerethe c¢_mponentsof manydifferent
explosivetrainsfrom manydifferent kindsof weapons:initiators,dctonators,fuses,gains,boosters,
and partsof maincharges. Milligramsamplesof thevariousexplosiveswere takenandsubmitted =
for analysis,yieldingthe followingcompositions:TNT, RDX, ammoniumnitrate,ptcricacid,and
aluminum. I conductedfield tt;stsusingtheanalyticalmethodsdescribedin the U.S. Army
TechnicalManual andl'oundTNT, comlx)sitionB, triton,l, andamatol. The TNT wasredandit
didburnwhenignited, l havesinceconductedliteraturesearch= andfoundout that solidTNT
producestrinitrobcnzoicaciduponexposureto light. It is red andmoresensitiveto impactthan
"INT.
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I informed management that I had found a potential site fi_rthe interim storage of
hazardous chemicals fi)undwithin our plant and that it could accommodate the disposal of
explosive chcmlcals il' the need arose, I would now start a chemicals safety inspection of TRA if
they would authorize mc to do so. They said they wanted to inspect my possible storage site prior
to moving any chemicals, I then gave a number of managers a tour of the site I had found. They
did not give me permission to use this site at this time because they reallydidn't believe we had a

, significant chemicals problem, They wanted me to go ahead with the chemicals inspection within
the plant and after determining if we had a problem they would likely give permission to extract
the chemicals from the plant and transport them to this site for interim storage, I then gave "IRA

. an inspection. I suspected wc had a problem with chemicals but no one had cver scopcd it out
before. Every time I had walked thl'ough the chemistry labs it was obvious that chemicals had
been collected for years and never been disposed. I found many problems and learned quickly
how important it is to offer solutions to managerswhen you infi_rmthem of a problem. I also
learned how fast you can alienate some chemists when you invade their domain and claim a risk
that they are not aware of. l realized quickly that my saying that a particularchemical is
extremely hazardous doesn't count E_rmuch; one must prove through the literature that it is
dangerous and that it provides an unacceptable risk to personnel and plant. It was this attitude
that drove me to conduct massive literaturesearches and to collect extensive accident histories. I

knew that if I discovered a significant chemical risk I had better be prepared to be skewered by
some professional in the field until l could prove it was a risk. I gave my curiosity full reign and
went fi)r it.

The insl_ction of TRA provided great insight into the waste management practices of the
day. Chemicals wcrc either being collected in large amounts or were being flushed down the
drains or toilets in relatively small amounts. On occasion, chemicals would be placed in dumpstcrs
and sent to the landfill or exccssed to the excess warehouse. All in all, the greater proportion of
old out-of-date chemicals _r chemical wastes were being stockpiled within the plant. The reason
fi_rthis apparentlybeing the wisdom shown by the chemists not to disperse chemicals to the
environment. These professionals generally knew enough about chemical effects that dumping
these agents to the environment would or sh_)uldbe unacceptable. The problem was that there
was no waste management program in place to acc_)mmodatcnonradi_logical chemicals cw waste
fi)rmsso the materials just accumulated within the facilities.

The 'IRA inspection was a reconnaissance blitzkrieg, this being partiallydue to some
managers thinking l was making mountains out of molehills. I approached it from a systems
standpoint based upon an idea I had hatched up fi_ra hazardous chemicals class l had previously

, given, This idea being that any chemical fimnd within an AEC operation could be classed within
one (_f the categories of the folh_winghazardous materials use cycle: administration, requisition,
receiving, transportation, storage, process use and handling, disposal, and em¢'rgencyresponse.

• This concept enabled mc to scc a chemical as a component of a process that would change with
time. For instance, any chemical brought onsitc had t_ have had a program, been requisitioned,
received, transl_rted, stored, and used. If I wcrc t_ dig into the documentation supporting these
programs I would have a cluc as to what may still exist even though the program is now dead.
Needless to say I was accused of sticking my nose into areas that were none of my business, The
mc_rcI was confronted the harder I looked. When the Division Manager told me to forget it, the
deeper I looked. When I l'inallyfinished the TRA inspection, I had a very long list of problems.
I approached my management, they reviewed it and claimed it was not a significant problem, at
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whichtime] demandedtheycomesee for themselves.Theseobservationscombinedwith my
literaturesearchesbeganto turn the tide in my favor. The mostconvincingpartof myliterature
searchesthat lent thegreatestcredibilityto myeffortswerethe accidenthistories.Management
finallydecidedto allowthe useof theNaval area I hadfoundfor interimstorageof chemicals
only. I knewI neededan areafor disposalalsobutcouldn'tconvinceanyoneat thistime. I
beganmovingchemicalsout of TRA.

t

During the TRA inspectionI hadfoundalmosteveryelementof thePeriodicTable and
mostof the inorganicandorganiccompoundsknownto nnanldnd.Many of the_ewerestill
valuablebut didnot havea useor programthat requiredthem. Chemistsconsidertheirchemicals
theirchildrenandtakingoneawayis like takingtheir firstborn. One couldalsoseethat
chemicalshadbeenorderedin bulkquantitiesbecausetheywereprobablychaser. I decidedto
concentrateuponthe chemicalsthat poseda severethreatto health andsafety. The chemistsand
managementweremore easilyconvincedof theriskswhenthings"lookedbad." So thatwas
whereI concentratedmy attacks.

The kindsof problemsI foundcanbecategoricallydescribedas follows:

s Unlabeled"orphaned"containers

. Productsofchemicalreactionsthatwereuncertain

. Oxidant/reductantadmixtures

. Chemicallycontaminatedreagents
i

, Corrodedchemicalcontainers

, Chemicalswithoutownership

, Extremelytoxicmaterials

s Out-of-datematerials

i
I

o Extremelyflammablematerials

o High explosives

o Self reactivcs/reactives
e

° Compressedgascylinderproblems:leakcrs,unlabeled

° Pyrophoricmaterials

. Chemicals that change their properties with time

. Carcinogens, mutagens, tcratogcns
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• Incompatible storage

, Strong reducing agents

• Air and water reactives

• Peroxide formers.

The chemicals were packaged in vermiculite-filledcardboardboxes and transported to the
• Naval site and placed in interim storage. There were times I'd have to chemically decontaminate

the container prior to packaging it, and o:_ a few occasions, I'd have to desensitize the chemical
prior to handling it. Also, some materials required remote extraction because of their sensitivity.

As the materials accumulated at the Naval area, a number of problems became apparent.
Chemical incompatibilities were a severe problem as was protection of the chemicals from the
elements. Also, it was obvious we could never qualifysome materialsunder the Department of
Transportation regulations for transport to a legal repository, if we could even find one to accept
the materials. Examples of these chemicals were the explosives, self reactives, oxidant/reductant
admixtures,and pyrophorics. I then went to management and asked if it was possible to set up a
disposal area adjacent to where the chemicals were stored that could be used to react those
materials that could not be DOT qualified or for which no disposal contractor existed. A couple
of managers then went with me to the Naval site to evaluate my proposal. I explained to them
we had to get some funding to establish a firebreak system and housing for the chemicals. They
agreed to evaluate my requests and see if they could find the funding. In the meantime, I begged
and borrowed support to prepare for the time I could start the operation. I remember strongly
that no manager wanted this operation, Waste management stated categorically it was outside
their mission. I, being a member of the Safety Division, was placed in a very severe position,
especially with regards to the conflict of interest issues. Safety personnel review the work of
others, they do not perform work. Safety Division did not have funding for this type of operation.

About this time, the word got around to the other facilities of the kinds of chemical
problems we had found at TRA. Managers from CPP, CFA, NRF, PBF, ANL, and TAN startedt

calling for similar inspections. The problems were beginning to be recognized. These managers
then started to fund me for supporting their disposal requests. Now, realize that I still didn't have
permission to set up a disposal area. All I could do was remove the hazards from the plants and
place materials into interim storage. I continued to plead my case and continued to take many

, managers on tour. Funding still wasn't available but it was beco_,ing apparent whose "shop" it
was going to end up in: Safety Division and Facilities management. A deal was struck and
permission was given to create a 50-foot-wide firebreak around the estimated 5-acre area and a

. bisection firebreak that would separate the storage area from the disposal area. These firebreaks
were made and a single-strand fence was erected and two gates emplaced, one on the south and
one on the north. I walked alongside the road grader and watched for ordnance and as it came
off the blade. What we did then would never be allowed now. We extracted parts of bombs,

including fuses, gains and boosters, and high explosives; parts of torpedoes, mines, and artillery
shells.
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Once the firebreaks, the single-strand fence, and the gates were established, we were given
permission to dispose of dangerously reactive or explosive materials. The area was now given the
name Hazardous Materials Disposal Area (HMDA). I stated that I would try to limit the
materials selected for explosive disposal to only CHNO systems. These chemicals would, upon
detonation, yield primarily carbon dioxide and water vapor. And with the exception of only a few
materials, nickel carbonyl for example, I never violated this self-imposed constraint.

With permission given to start disposal operations I decided to begin with the explosive
ordnance in the area. It was obvious this was a major problem based upon casual observations of
fragmentation, smokeless powder cans, bomb casings, shells, fuses, and various kinds of explosives,
sometimes in twenty-five-pound chunks. One of the first shots was a ten-pound TNT equivalent
charge placed into the opening of the mounded chamber I had previously uncovered. Its
detonation was a shock of major impact; the mound basicallydisappeared and the steel walls of
the chamber blossomed like a flower to a fifteen foot diameter. Ten pounds of TNT could not
do this. Sweeps of the area were made and explosives, fuses, and subcomponents of various kinds
of ordnance were found and disposed of. Sometimes, when using standard explosive disposal
techniques such as counter charging with high explosive, the shells would not detonate. Their
explosive contents and fuses would be dispersed. I took explosive samples and had them analyzed
at the CPP; the explosive was real but would not support a detonation wave. I then began using
an excessive counter charge for the shells but the problem still existed. Calls were then made to
Los Alamos to discuss the problem with recognized explosives technologists who confirmed by
suspicions that the shells had been desensitized through some mechanism. I had considered a
dead pressing phenomenon associated with the original Navy operations. It appeared that the
Navy had detonated large numbers of palletized artillery shells. It is not inconceivable that some
of the shells had been deadpressed by the shocks. Los Alamos stated that there were a number
of possible desensitization mechanisms and that it would be difficult to precisely determine which
one may have accounted for the problem.

I continued to conduct Explosive Ordnance Disposal operations, in some cases having to
develop new techniques to dispose of explosives that were insensitive. One technique that
worked well was a thermite cookoff process, this involving the use of aluminum/ferric oxide
admixture in contact with the piece of ordnance, which could be remotely fired to heat the
ordnance to its cookoff temperature or to just liquify the high explosive, which then would
produce some offgassing, which changed its density. A counter charge would then be fired to
initiate the piece of ordnance. I consumed 2,200 pounds of thermite using this disposal
technique. All totaled, I disposed of approximately 250 pieces of ordnance at or near the NODA.
After two DOE auditors inspected the site, the name of the site was changed from the Hazardous
Materials Disposal Area to the Naval Ordnance Disposal Area because they thought the old
name was too sensitive, especially during the time when the environmental regulations were just
coming on the scene.

Four problems at NODA were first recognized during three operations. The first was the
observation that I had driven over a piece of ordnance on the road after I had thoroughly cleared
the road. The particular incident occurred during vehicular entry to NODA after a rainstorm.
The soil was not particularly wet but I felt the vehicle hit something. I got out and inspected the
area and found I had driven over a fuse 3 inches in diameter. An incident similar to this occurred

when a Waste Management employee was driving around the firebreak placing danger signs on
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the wire fence. His vehicle had hit a 5-inch shell. The next incident occurred during a post-rain
inspection of a crater within the NODA. There was a tremendous amount of fragmentation
spread around the crater so I started to really look carefully. With the sun to my back I spotted a
curved metal surface just off the crater lip, the area where the crater ejecta was located. I
carefully uncovered the metal and found three 5-inch artillery shells without ojive fusing.
Obviously, a pallet of ordnance had been detonated and some of the ordnance had been kicked
out and covered by the ejecta from the blast. The third incident involved the firing of a part of a
2,000-pound bomb. I used a heavy explosive countercharge and determined the safe distance for
personnel using standard military tables for cased charges, this distance being approximately
3,500 feet. My assistant and I then moved to that location and fired that shot. The explosion
that followed was far in excess of the target ordnance and the countercharge and heavy
fragmentation flew over our heads. We returned to ground zero and found four 3-inch shells and
one 5-inch shell in place of the bomb component we had fired.

We are continually finding pieces that have worked their way to the surface. Any farmboy
who has ever farmed in Idaho knows that rocks grow. I continued explosive disposal up until
about four years ago; the environmental regulations have stopped all ordnance disposal at the
INEL. It is time that the personnel safety risks associated with ordnance at the INEL are
balanced against the spirit of the environmental regulations.

The chemical operations at NODA were many and varied. NODA was separated into two
different areas separated by a 50-foot firebreak. One area was used solely for the interim storage
of nonradioactive chemicals extracted from the facilities of the INEL. The other area was used

for the disposal of materials that were so reactive that they could not be DOT qualified for
shipment to a disposal site, if one could be found. Most often, a legal disposal site could not be
found. The materials were usually in a severe state of degradation and posed unacceptable health
and safety risks to personnel in the plants. The materials were packaged in vermiculite and
nonfrangible containers such as cardboard so that if a reaction occurred, fragmentation would not
be produced. Often, we would transport the materials as we would an improvised explosive
devise. Once we had transported the material to NODA, we would place it into metal garden
sheds to await the determination of a place to send it. The extremely hazardous reactives were
then placed in a separate area to await disposal in existing bomb craters on the other side of the
firebreak. One of our major fears was the ignition of a range fire during disposal. The circular
and bisection firebreaks were very effective barriers for this threat. We've had experience where
a range fire had been accidently started near Fire Station II and had burned approximately 800
acres. Hundreds of pieces of ordnance cooked off and exploded while we were trying to

, extinguish the blaze. That was when we really realized we had a large-area explosive ordnance
problem at the INEL. The approximate total quantity of chemicals extracted from INEL facilities
was 98,000 pounds, including packaging, most of which was shipped to legal repositories. The

• facility at Grand View, Idaho, was used often. Only about 7,000 pounds of reactives were
processed at NODA, and most of this was finely divided zirconium, hafnium, and zircalioy that
was pyrophoric and was therefore burned in buckets and pans. The oxides were then collected
and transported to the landfill for final internment.

The primary chemical disposal operations conducted at NODA were remote openings of
containers in metal pans for sampling; combustion reactions of reagents that were unsafe to ship,
reactive, and possibly explosive; neutralizations; air releases of small quantities of reactants such
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as thos.:, found in lab bottles; pyrophoric burns that sometimes deflagrated; detonations of those
materials that would support a reactive shock wave; and, of course, explosive ordnance disposal.

I developed a number of reactive tests that I would use to determine if the chemicals would
support combustion or a reactive shock. I never shot an unknown. My intention was never to
explosively disperse any chemical agent to the environment. I had the help of a number of
analytical chemists for analysis of unknowns I had remotely sampled. Residues from all chemical s,

reactions, with the exception of the materials detonated, were collected, drummed, or packaged,
and sent to the sanitary landfill. Before a chemical was reacted, attempts were made to determine
the products of reaction and ensure minimal environmental impact. My self-imposed rule to
detonate only CHNO-containing reactives pretty well fulfilled this requirement. There were just a
few exceptions because the materials were dangerously explosive. An example was lead azide and
lead-contaminated sodium azide. Some materials were reacted in stainless steel reaction

chambers, sampled, repackaged, and sent to a repository. The following list of chemicals were
disposed of at the NODA:

PEROXIDE FORMERS

Diethyl ether
Diacetylene
Diethylene glycol dimethyl ether
Diisopropyl ether
Potassium metal
Potassium amide
Sodium amide
Dioxane
Furan

Ethylene glycol dimethy ether
Tetrahydrofuran
Styrene

PYROPHORIC CHEMICAI.,S

Grignard reagent
Nickel Carbonyi
Iron Carbonyl
Alkylithium in ether ¢

Sodium
Potassium
Lithium Rubidium

Sodium-Potassium Eutectic Alloy (NAK)
Finely divided metal powders: Al, Mg, Mn, Zr, Hf, Zircalloy
Metal hydrides: Sodium hydride, Potassium hydride, Lithium Aluminum Hydride
Nonmetal hydrides: Diboranes, Phosphine
White and red phosphorus
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WATER REACTIVES

Alkali metals
Calciumcarbide

Alkali metal hydrides
Grignard reagent
Anhydrous metal halide,s: Titanium tetra chloridev

Barium
Calcium

w

EXPLOSIVES/EXPLOSIVELY REACTIVE

Nitro compounds
Nitroso compounds
Azides: Lead azide, Sodium azide (note: this is not an explosive)
Copper acetylide
Trinitrotoiuene

Composition B (RDX, TNT)
Tritonal (Al, TNT)
Picric Acid (Trinitrophenol)
Metal picrates (Ni, Cu, Fe)
Perchlorates (metal, nonmetal, organic admixtures)
Amatol (Ammonium nitrate/TNT)
Fulminates (Silver and Mercury)
Nitrates (Ammonium nitrate, Calciumnitrate/Oil)
Hydrogen Peroxide (60-90%)
Nitroglycerine
Nitroguanidine
Tetryl
Oxidant/Reductant Admixtures (nitrates, nitric acid/organic,nitric acid/cellulose, iodates, chlorites,
chlorates, permanganates

Magnesium perchlorate/organic admixture
Organic peroxides: dialkyl peroxides, diacyl peroxides, benzoyl peroxide
Dipicryl amine
Dinitrophenylhydrazine

. nitrosoguanidine
Perchioric acid/organic admixtures
Metal perchlorates

. Artillery shells
Mines
Fuses
Bombs
Disassembled Perchoric Acid Hoods and Blowers and Ducts

Cyclotrimethylenetrinitamine (RDX)
Potassium metal/Potassium superoxide
HMX
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Ammoniacal Compounds (nitrogen triiodidc)
Chlorite salts of metals

Xylcne-Aliquat.Pcrchloric Acid Admixtures
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Appendix B

Fourier Tranaform Infrared Monitoring of NODA
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:PtOVedt_q• _ tPSO_tCh_ Jnd devP.!u_mPret: sP_wCQ_ fo th_ _O_tnme_r•

INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

Date: June 1i, 1992
t

To: J.a. sssson, H$ 2107

From: G.L. 01son, HS 2213

Subject: FT|R MONITORINGOF NOOA- GLO-II-g2

FromJune l-June S, we conductedopenpath FTIR measurementsst the IRC, R_
and NODA, The purposeof the tilting we! to attempt to subttantSite or verify
in infrared "hot" Ipot, which was metiured at the N_ site tn a 199t flyover
by Hattie Hartetta. (Cittbrltton aridoperational tlltl were conductedtt |RC
and RkIR.) Openpath FT|R me|lurement/were deemedappropr|ate at the _A
site for leveret reasons: !) FTIR tl sensitive to |R absorbingcompounds,2)
mealurementi can be madealong an integrated pith (rather thin on | point by

mtsstng
point baits), which ctrcumventl the problemof hitting or "hotu spoil,3) the measurementi ire real time, 4) there Is no need to collie( and handle
iaul is, i) prior knowledgeof the contaminants preient ti unnecessary, FT|R

example, detectlo, limits with the Nlcolet lystlm it o._ cm* relolutton for
TC( and carbon tetrachlo_!de are 1ell than |O ppm,

To ensure that the belt result! possible were obtained, we collected data from
the NODAsite whenthe atmospheric conditions were stable, He also tested the
instrument to determine tf tt woulddetect contaminants if they were present,
_e accomplishedthis by obtatntn,g a standard prepared by Larry Li_zarotto, and
tntroduc|no the knownamountof inalytes tnto the beam, The tnelytes and
their concentrations wire: 7S5 ppmcarbon tetrachlortde, 33g ppmTC(, and 120

ppmchloroform, The FTIR positively |dentdfted 411 of the compounds.inthe
mixture, The FTIR also positively tdentdf|ed em|ssdons_romthe gas operatedgenerators during systemcheckout at the |RC, and from vehicular traffic at
the NODA, Ozone, N_O,_thine, tmmon||, water and CO:were all measuredat
ambient concentr|ttons.

Aside from postt4ve ldent|ftcttlon of species from auto exhaust, no
' contaminantswire detected at the NODA, According to others that have used

open path FTIR for assessmentsof Superfundsites, this ts not an unexpected

result at sites with buried or old wastt (personal comuntcatton Timothy, H!nntch, D|asland, eouck, and Lee, O-l| g2, and David Htckunis, Heston/REAC,
6-11-92). I hive included iS Att|chmeflt | a piper by Solinsk| eL el, (1992),
that describes FTIR monitor|no at an industrial lagooncontaining several
carcinogens, Although the waste is in t sludge form in in openligoon (with a
layer o_ water), contamnint emissions are not present abovethe instrument
detection limit,

.......... , i illlll,ll ¸ ii ii I III I IIIlll .... IllllllI ..........



June 11, 1992
J. B. $tsson
GLO.IO_92
Pagel

Attachment 2 shows results of FTIR monitoring at the SDAat the RWHCin i991
by Robert Kagann of HDAScientific, Inc. The discussion on SDAresults (p. 3)
show that no detectab|e amounts of compoundsother than ozone and methane1
were Nasured with the IqDA(Kagann, 1991, attachment 2). Hethanol was at the
detection limit. Importantly, the _A system is not as sensitive as thq
Nice|at system, which we usedl for two reasons: |) the _A uses a | cm_
resolution, compared to Nice|it's O.S cm| resolution, and Z) the NI)Auses
only one te|escope, which funrtions as a source and a receiver. This
arre,gement requires tha t the beampiss through the beemsp|ttter twice,
resulting in an estimated 7S_ loss of energy (8ill Herget, personal
cowuntcatton, So28_92).

Attachment 3 contatns the results of another study at the RWV_, tn which Jeff
[rtckson ([GIG industrial hygienist) monitored employee exposure during

drilltn9 operations at the SDA. Ftve organic species _re anllyled: carbontetrachloride (CTC), _thyl Chlorofom (or |,|,| trtchloroethane [TEA|).
tetrichloroethyiene or perchloroethylene (PC[), trichloroethylene (TC[), and
methylene chloride or dichloromethane (DEN). The badges used were passive
dosiMtirs, which co|lected the vapors throughout the exposure time, then were
lnllyled in the [GiG industrial hygiene l|boratory. Results from [rickson's
study showednone of the contaminants exceeding 2.S ppm for tn 8-hour time
weighted average,

In |tght of the evidence, the lack of detectible ¢oncint_ltions of organic
co_pounds at NODAor the RWNC|s not UnUlUt|| however, it would be prudent tO
SpOt check these areas using traditional sampling techniques, or USing
traditional equipment in I way that allows for comparison .tth the open pith
technique (e,g,, carry the summacanister llong the pith |ength measured with
the FTIR).

For your tnfo_itlon and docunlntitton, I have recorded OUr daily activities
and provided them as Attachment 4, Oitl from this lCtiVtty was sent to me by
Btil Herget, and i; provided as Attachment S. Think you again for your
support.

mam

Attichment_:
As stated

co: L. J, Johnson, MS _203
R. P. Breckenrtdge, HS 2_13
Centrtl Files
Letter File
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AppendixC

8oll Samplesat NODA...TwlnCityTentingCor_riitlon
LaboratoryReport
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TCT- St. Louis i
: _ _- ,if i ,,, LL_ _:J:.:_

COn_tjllllDl: I'_lj_j,t_Pr_, _qr't'_tj._l_ ntl(1 Ar_alvtlr_tl _rvlres

1_,_0,_lnnc_r|_cllbusiness Center Drive
Sl, Louis, Missouri 031_4.._7(NI

Phone (314) 42(:.0_,_n

UllG_,r' ;,;, _: :_ _ Fax (314) 4.(,.4..1.

USEO_L¥
September24,1992 _,,__'

9261-00001 D_A_:

. Ms.Donna Kirchncr . .
FieldDataCoordinator
ERF AdministrativeRecord
and DocumentControl
EG&G Idaho,Inc.
P.O.Box 1625
IdahoFalls,[D 83415-3904

Ro: C92-170021ERD-TOS-03 TaskOrder#16

Dear Ms. Kirch_er:

Enclosedisa datareportfortheanalysisofvolatileorganiccompounds,PCB'sandmetals
forthesoilsamplesreceivedbyTCT-St.LouisunderSubcontractNo.C92-170021-CN-233-
92,(ERD.TOS-03).The sample_werecollectedfromtheNODA gravelpadattheIdaho
NationalEngineeringLaboratory,inan efforttoprovidecharacterizationdataforthe
determinationofpossibleenvironmentalcon_ation undertheNODA gravelpad.

_e EG&G sitecode,correspondingTCT-St.LouisFileI.D.,laboratorysamplenumber,and
datecollectedarelistedbelow:

NODA9200305 200305 92005508 8-21-92
NODA92M0305 _'__q305 92005509 8.21-92
NODA9200912 200912 92005510 8-21-92
NODA92M0912 2M0912 92005511 8-21-92

' NODA9201023 201023 92005512 8.21-92
NODA92M1023 2M10_ 92005513 8.21-92

. NODA9201627 201_27 92005514 8.21-92
NODA92M1627 2M1627 92005515 8-21-92
NODA920_25 20_25 92005516 8.21-92
NODA92M2525 2M2525 92005517 8.21-92

*VThe samples were recc_ ed by TCT-ST. Louis on August 28, 1992. A copy of the chain-of-
custody was mailed to you on August 31, 1992.

TwinCityTO_ Cor_oratior_



EG&G IDAHO, INC.
C92.170021
ERD-TOS-03;Task Order #16
page 2

I

a.P-METALS

The samples designated for metals analysiswere assigned the SDG number - 200305.
Quality control (matrix spike and duplicate analyses) was performed on sample 200305. All
sampleswere digestedand analyzedwithintherequiredholdingtimes.A CLP metals
packagehasbeenassembledandisincluded.

Pelts

The samplesanalyzedforPCB'saregroupedundertheSDG of 200305. The
sampleswereanalyzedbySW846/8080andnotCLP methodologyasrequestedintheTask
Order.The modificationtoproceedwithSW846/8080was authorizedbyRod Grantof
EG&G on September14,1992.Sample200305isdesignatedforquery controland a
matrixspikeand matrixspikeduplicateanalysiswas performedon thlssample. All
surrogatesarewithinlimits.Sample201627was dilutedI.i0to allowforaccurate
quantitation.Allsampleswereextractedandanalyzedwithinholdingtimes.A PCB data
packagehasbeenassembledandisincluded.

VOI.,ATR,F_,S

The samples for volatile analysis by CLP 2/88 methodology are grouped under the
SDG of 200305. All surrogate recoveries are within CLP recovery range. A matrix spike
and matrix spike duplicate analysis was performed on sample 200305. All spike recoveries
and RPD's are within CLP limits.
A complete CLP volatiles data package has been assembled and is included.

If you have any questions concerning this data report, please call me at (314) 426.
0880.

B

!

Sincerely,j,/

:iX
Paul J. Smzth
Sr.ProjectManager
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IA EG&G SAMPLE NO.

UOLATILE ORGANICS ANALYSIS DATA SHEET o
I I

2003 05 I
Lab Name : TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract : ERDTOS03 : Im_

Lab Coda : TCT Case No. : TOS03 SAS No. : SDG No. : 2 003 05

Matrix: (soil/water) SOIL Lab Sample ID: 92005508

Sample wt/vol: I (g/el) G Lab File IO: >G6004

@

Lava1: (low/mad) LOW Date Received: 08/28/92

N Moiature: not dec. 2 Date Analyzed: 09/03/92 _xLS _"
f,.

Column: (pack/cap) CAP Dilution Factor: 5 --_ 'E X
,_L.')

CONCENTRATION UNITS:

CAS NO. COMPOUND (ug/L or ug/Kg) ug/Kg (3

ibm,w,m_ mma,m am No a,lln ,ml _ =,=,.=,_==w ,_,,1=,6,m,,m=i _,==,,=,.lal,i_,m e.,Im

7d-87-_ Ch loromethane 51 U

7_-8_-9 Bromome tbane 51 U

7_-01-_ Uinyl chloride 51 U
7_- 00-:_ Ch loroethane 51 U

7_-09-2 Methylene Chloride 240
67-64-I Acetone 6,_0
7_-I_-0 Carbon Oisul?ide 25 U

75-_-4 111-Dich Ioroethene 25 U

7_-)4-:5 I _1-Oich loroethane 25 U
_40-F9-0 l_2-Oichloroethene (total) 25 U
67-66-_, Ch loro_orm 2_ U

107-06-2 112-Dich loroe thane 25 U
78-9_-3 2-Butanone 25 U

71-_5-6 I _I 11-Tr ich loroethane 25 U
_6-2_-_ Carbon Tetrachloride 25 U

108-05-4 Uinyl Acetate 51 IJ
75-27-4 Bromod ich loromethane 25 U

78-82-_ 1,2-Oioh Ioropropane 25 U

10061-01-5 c is-l,3-Dich loropropene 25 U
79-01-6 Tr ichloroethene 25 U

124-4B-1 Dibromoch lorome th_ne 2_ U

79-00-5 I i112-Tr ich loroet hane 25 U
7%-4)-_ Benzene 25 U

I0061-02-6 trans-I p_-Dich |oropropene 25 U
' 7_-25-2 Bromo_orm 25 U

08- I 0-_. 4-Mat hyl-2-pen t anone 51 U
891-78-6 2-Hexanone 51 U

. 127-18-4 Tetrach loroethene 25 U

79-:_4- ._ 1 _ 1 _2 _2-Tet rach loroethane 25 U
108-88-_ To luene 25 U

10B-90-7 Ch lorobenzene 25 U

100-4_.-4 Ethylbenzene 25 U
I00--42m5 Styrene 25 U
1330-20-7 Xylene (total) 25 U

FORM I UOA 1/87 Rev
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1E EG_'.GSAMPLE NO.
VOLATILE ORGANICS ANALYSIS DATA SHEET

TENTATIUELY IDENTIFIED COMPOLINDS I I
I 200305 i

Lab Name: TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract : ERDTOS03 I __ I

Lab Code: TCT Case No. : TOS03 SAS No. : SDG No. : 20030_

Matrix: (soil/water) SOIL Lab Sample IO: 92005508

Sample wt/vol: I (g/m]) g Lab File IO: >G6004

Level: (low/reed) LOW Date Received: 08/28/92 •

_; Moisture: not dec. 2 Date Ana]vzed: 09/03/92

Column: (pack/cap) CAP Di lut ion Factor:

CONCENTRATION UNITS:

Number TICs found: 0 (ug/L or ug/Kg) ug/Kg
m_mmB_wm_

CAS NUMBER COMPOUND NAME RT EST. CDNC. El
me IllII gl II Ul IW Ill l@ me IIIII _ @I l_lII ml _ @I _ I@ N@ ii_IB l_ l_ II Ill _ llel@ l_ Im II Ill_ _ ill_ _ _ _ _ _ me illl,eII IiI II R IIl IlliI In ml Ill Im IllIll l@ IllII II Im II l@ IllIIIIU ill

i.
2.
3.

S.
6.
7.
8.
9.

I0.
II.
12.
13.
IZ;.
IS.
16.
17.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

2S.

26. 1-
27. I
28. I
29. i
30. I

I

FORM I UOA-TIC 1/87 Rev

06



J

E _ _6 SAMPLE _O. I
• i..................I

PESTICIDE ORGANICS 'DATA SHEET I _06._Oo I1D I I

Lab Name : TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract : £_D- 7"OJ-- 03

Lab Code : TCT Case No. : 7-050_ Sas : SDG No. : o7OO._0op

Matrix: (soilwater) _.Z'_. Lab Sample ID: _i_J550_

, 5ampie wt/vol : I_.O (g/ml) __ Lab Fi le ID: A/_
,..

Leve]: (low/med._ i-_ Da-e Re-e._ved: _'_._.Z .f,

" %Moisture: not dec. /._ dec._NA_ Date Extracted:_-z/-_ 2- e '_
f

Extraction (SepF/Cont/5onc] -_- Date Analyzed: _-/_/-_2.
%,

GPC Cleanup:(Y/N).N pH 7 Dilution Factor: ]

CONCENTRATION UNITS:

CAS NO. CO_IPOUND Q

! fl, I
1 12674-11-2 AROCLO_- _016 3_ ]'_ [

i 11104-28-2 AROCLOP-122 _. _9 I/.,6 I
I 1 114 _--16-5 AROCLOF.-1232 3_ ILL I

5._46_--21-S A/_O,_-LO_.-124 " _ ILL i
12672-29-6 AROCLOR- 124 _ _ I/L I
1 I097-6_-1 AROCLO_- 1254 3# _L I

, I 1096-6_-5 AROCLOP-126C 3_/ _ {

FORJ_, 1 PEST 1/87 Rev.

..
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ENVIROFORMS/INORGANIC CLP
SAMPLE NO.

1
,

INORGANIC ANALYSIS DATA SHEET
2M0305

Lab Name: TCT St. Louis Contract: ERDTOS03

Lab Code: TCT Case No.: TOS03 SAS No. : SDG No.: 2M0305

Matrix (soil/water): SOIL Lab Sample ID: 92005509

Level (low/med): LOW Date Received: 08/28/92
m

% Solids: 98.5

Concentration Units (ug/L or mg/kg dry weight): MG/KG

21CAS No. Analyte Concentration C Q

7429-90-5 ;luminum 7820 P
-- J

7440-36-0 Antimony i. 4 U N F•.. J

7440-38-2 Arsenic 7.1 NS F

7440-39-3 Barium 162 P

7440-41-7 BerYllium 1.6 P
7440-43-9 Cadmium 1.0 U P

7440-70-2 Calcium 5830 -- P--

7440-47- 3 Chromium 26.4 P

7440-48-4 Cobalt 9.3 B P

7440-50-8 COpper ...........44.3 - N* .... P_--
7439-89-6 Iron 16800 P

7439-92-1 Lead .... 72.1 _--N P'-:

7439-95-4 Maonesi___._____ 4950 _ _-i__
7439-96-5 Manganese 343 P J

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.06 B CV
7440-02-0 Nickel 27.6 P

7440-09-7 Potassium 3030 A
7782-49-2 Selenium 0.41 U NW F

7440-22-4 Silver 0.28 B F
J

7440-23-5 Sodium 122 B P

7440-28-0 Thallium 0.67 B W F

7440-62-2 Vanadium 19.7 P

7440-66-6 Zinc 130 P

Cyanide _ __

Color Before: BROWN Clarity Before: Texture: FINE

Color After: YELLOW Clarity After: Artifacts: NO

Comments:

FORM I - IN
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IA EG&G SAMPLE NO.

UOLATILE ORGANICS ANAL.YSIS DATA SHEET
i I
I 200912 I

Lab Name: TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract : ERDTOS03 I I

Lab Code: TCT Case No. : TOS03 SAS No. : SDG No. : 200305

Matrix: (soi I/_ater) SOIL Lab Sample IO: 9200_510

Sample wt/vol: 5 (g/ml) IS Lab File IO: >G5989

Level: (lowlmed) LOW Date Received: 08/28/92

Moisture: not dec. 14 Date Analyzed: 09/02/92

Column: (peck/cap) CAP Dilution Factor: I

CONCENTRATION UNITS:

CAS NO. COMPOUND (ug/L or ug/K9) ug/Kg Q

74-87-3 Ch loromethane I0 U

74-83-9 8romomet hane I0 U

7_-01-4 Uinyl chloride I0 U
7_- 00-3 Ch loroethane I0 U

7_-09-2 Methylene Chloride I_0 B _'""
67-64-1 Acetone 190

75-15-0 Carbon DisulFide S U

75-35-4 I, !-Oich loroethene 5 U

7.6-34-3 l,l-Dich loroethane 5 U

540-59-0 l_2-Dichloroethene (total) _ U
67-66-3 Chloroform 5 U

107-06-2 1,2-Oich loroe thane S U
78-93-3 2-Butanone I0 U

71-55-6 I, i, l-Tr ich loroe thane 5 U
56-23-_ Carbon Tat rach for ide 5 U

108-05-4 Uinyl Acetate 10 U
7_-27-4 Bromodich loromethane 5 U

78-87-5 I ,2-Oi ch lorop ropane 5 U
I0061-01-5 c is-l,3-Oich loropropene 5 U
79- 0I-6 Tr ich Io roe thene 5 U

124-48-1 Oibromoch ]oromethane 5 U

79-00-9 1, I _2-Tr ich ioroethane 5 U
71-43-2 Benzene 5 U

10061-02-6 trans-I, 3-Oich lo ropropene 5 U
" 75-25-2 Bromoform 5 U

I08-I0-I 4-Methyl-2-pentanone I0 U
5q!-78-6 2-Hexenone I0 U

• 127-18-4 Tet rach loroethene 5 U

79-34-5 1,1 j2,2-Te t rach loroe the,_e 5 U
108-88-3 Toluene 5 U
108-90-7 CH lorobenzene _ U

100-41-4 Ethylbenzene 5 U

100-42-5 Styrene 5 U

1330-20-7 Xylene (total) 5 U

FORM I UOA 1/87 Rev
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IE EG&B SAMPLE NO.

UOLATILE ORGANICS ANALYSIS DATA SHEET
TENTATIUELY IDENTIFIED COMPOUNDS I I

I 200912 I

Lab Name: TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract : ERDTOS03 I......... I

Lab Code: TCT Case No. : TOS0.3 SAS No. : SDG No. : 200305

Matrix: (soi I/water) SOIL Lab Sample ]D: 9200SB10

Sample wt/vol: 5 (g/el) g Lab File ID: >GsgB9

Level: (low/meal) LOW Date Received: 08/28/92 '

% Moisture: not dec. 14 Date Analyzed: 09/02/9 °

Column: (pack/cap) CAP Oi |ut ion Factor: I

CONCENTRATION UNITS:

Number TICs _'ound: 1 (ug/L or ug/Kg) ug/K 8
I . Ii I_ I I ! IIi i_I! ! ! i

l
1 CAS NUMBER COMPOUND NAME RT EST. CONC. Q
' _ _ I I m _ _ _ _I_eI _ _ _ "Pmmm_ I_I _ mm_IIII IlI I_ Imm ImIII RII m I II_U_II IIIImmIIIIIII_ IIIIII

i. ii05_3 HEXANE 5.40 15 J

2. +

3.

B,

6.

7.

8.
9.

I0.

!!.

12.

13,

14,

lS.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

m

FORM I USA-TIC 1/87 Re_
!
f
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E G._ S_,4P]r,,E leo.
I ................ t

1D r .... .......... I

Lab Name : TCT-ST. i,(:wJIS Contract : 6XD- ToJ- O3

Lab Code: TCT Case No.. 7"D503 5as: EDG No., _OO._O_"

Matrix: (soil/water) _O.r_. Lab Samp)e ID: _;O0_D'/O

. 5ampie WtlVOl : /_._)[glml _ _ Lab F_ le ID: X/_

Level ' (low/meal} _ Date Received: _-_o_2
.e

w dec, _/Y. #_ _ _ _. _/ "72 ,4%Moisture: not dec _NA_ Date Extracted: %_
#

Extraction (5epF/Cont/Sonc) S_;. Date Analyzed: 7"/P'_"
*b

GPC Cleanup,(Y/N) N pH 7 Dilution ractor_ l

CONCENTRAT ION ON IT5 :

CA5 NO. COW_CX/ND Q L
............................. ,.H, , , J - i .•,.., i i,ll ,.,,.

1 12674-11-2 AROCLOR-1016 ..........-.I _' _/2_ i_ I
i 2_:04-2_-2 AROCLO_-]221 ......_ __........I 7_ ---- let I

S_ ¢ 6 ;-- 2" - S A._O,."LO.=- : 2 4 _ I 3_' ILL ;
:2672-29-6 ABOCLOF,-124£ - . _........-I 58 I_. l

. IIO99-68-: ABOCLOF-IZ54 l _ lLC, l

, II09£,-E2-5 AROCLO_-I26C ............ - [ //_ .. I

FOR_ I PEST 1/87 Rev.

t

4
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ENVXROFOPJ4S /INOR_ IC CLP
S_LE NO.

INORGANIC ANALYSIS DATA S_ET
2M09 ._2

Lab Names TCT St. Louis Contract! ERDTOS03 _____.o,__:__:_

Lab Co_: TCT Case No. t TOS03 SAS No. t SDG No. i 2M0305

Matrix (soil/ware=), SOIL Lab Sample XD! 92005511

Level (low/med)s LOW Date Received| 08/28/92 .

t Solids, 85.8

Concentration Unite (ug/L or mg/kg dry weight)l MG/KG

Color Beforez BROWN Clarity Before, Texture, SANDY '

Color After, LT.YELLOW Clarity After.' Artifacts, NO

Conm_ents :

FORM I - IN

• C-12



VOLATZL£ ORGANZCS _A_¥S|S DA?A BH£E? ......... _, ........................
I I
i ZOt0_3 I

L4D _am_ TCT_, _OU1S Contta¢_ [_DTOS03 t _i

Lab Code_ ,C, C_ No,_ TO_[,3 _AS No,_ SDG No _ 20030S

Matrix_ (soXllwater) SOIL Lal) Stmpte ID_ 9200SS12

Sample wt/voli ! _/ml) G Lab rile ZD_ )G6002

Level1 [lowlmed) LOW Date _ecetvedl 0B/=B/S_t

% Moisture1 not dec. 0 Date Analy|ed, 0S/03/92

" Colt.uenz (pack/cap) ¢_P bilutio, ractor, s

CONCCNT_ATION UNITS_
CAS NO. COMPOUND [ug/_ o_ ug/Kg) ug/Kg Q

1 t t
74-0_-3 Chloromethane I SO IU i
74-83-9 Bromome_hane i SO IU i
?_-01-¢ Vinyl chloride i SO IU I
?_-0G-3 Chlo_o_:hane I SO IU I
7S-09-2 Methylene Chloride I _60 i 1
67-6t-1 Acetone I SO0 I i
?S-lS-0 Carbon Dilul_ide t 2S lU i
?S-3S-t 1,l-DLchlo_oethene i 2S IU I
?S-3l-3 1,l-Dlchloroe_hane ! 2S IU i
StO-S_-O 1,2-Dichlo_oe_hene (_o_al) I _S lU I
67-66-3 Chloroform i _b IU 1
107-06-2 !,2-Dlchlo_oethane I 2S IU !
7B-93-3 2-Bu_anone 1 11 i J I
71-55-_ 1,1,1-T_Ic_1oroeth_ne I 2S IU 1
56-_3-_ Carbon Te_acniot_e i _S tU
I08-0S-_ Vlnyl Acetate ! SO IU I
?5-Z?-_ Bromodichlorome_hane ! 25 IU I
?8-87-5 1,2-D_chlo=opropane ! 2S IU t
10061-el-5 cl_-l,3-Dlchlo_op_ope_e I 2S IU I
?g-01-_ Trzchloroethene t S I O I
_2_-4B-1 Dib_omoch_oEome_hane I 2S IU t
?g-O0-5 1,$,2-Trlch_oroe_hane I 25 !U t
71-43-2 Be_:_ne l 8 I _ I
10061-02-6 trans-1,3-Dichloropropene I 25 IU t
75-25-2 Bromoform I 25 IU I

, 10B-10-_ 4-Me_hyl-2-pent,none I SO iU I
591-78-6 2-Hexanone i SO iU I
127-18-_ Te_rachlo_oe_hene 1 25 IU I

, 79-34-5 1,1,2,2-Te_rachloroeth_ne I 25 IU I
I08-B8-3 Toluene t 6 t _ I
10B-gO-? C_o_obenzene 1 25 tU t
100-_1-_ E_hylbenzene i 25 1U I
100-42-5 Styrene l 25 IU I
1330-20-7 Xylene (_o_al) I 25 IU i

FORM Z VOA 1/87 Rev

C.l.t



i[ [Gt.G SAMPL[ NO,
UOLAT|LE ORGANICS ANALYSIS DATA SHEET

TENTATIU[LY IDENTIFIED COMPOUNDS ! !
#

Lab Nemaz TCT-ST. LOUIS CoMIPect t ERDTOS0) t ............. ...t

Lab Cadet TCT Coma N_.l TOS0) S_S No.: SDG Ne.l 20030_

MatP|w! (sol i/wallP ) SOfL Lab Sample iDe 9200SS12

Sample wt/vol! 1 (g/mi) g Lab F,ia lO: >G600_

Leve|l (low/mad) LOW Dale Re©alvedl 00/28/92

N Mo|atuPe: not (Ja¢, 0 Data _nalylads 09/0)/92

Columnl (pack/cap) CAP Dilution Fe©torl S

CONCENTRAT | ON UN | TS 1

NumbeP TICs @oundl 0 (ug/L oP uS/KS) us/KS

l I I I i i
t CAS NUMB[R I COMPOUND NAM[ i RT t EST. CONC, 1 O t
|mmmiiimimmmmmmmm |mmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmimmmmmmmmQ immmmmmmm |mmmimmmmmmmimm t mmiiim t

t I. I i i t I
1 2, 1 1 t I I
t 3. 1 I t I I
I 4. I I 1 i I
i S, I I i i I
i 6. ! i t ! !
i 2. I i i I i
l 8. I l I i I

t 9, 1 1 1 t 1
I 10, I i I i I
1 11. i i I I i
I 12, t l i I !
1 I), i I i I I
l I,G, 1 I i t I
1 lS, t 1 t I I
1 1,1, i I i I i
!12. I ! I I I

1 16, i I ! I I
119, I i i I I

i 20. t 1 I ! 1
t 2i, 1 t i I t
! 22. 1 I ! t t
I 2_, t 1 ! I t ,
I 24, I t t 1 i
I 2S, i 1 i 1 I
1 26, I i I I i ,

i 2_, I I i t I
I 26, I I t i 1
1 29. I I I I i

1 30. I I I I I

I ................ i ............... .. ............ I ....... I ............. I ...... I
t

FORM 1 UOA-TIC 1/87 Re_.,

C.14



, i .................u. l

PI_ST:[CZD£ OI_3AN|CSIDDATA SHE_ Ii _O/(J_J I

_ Name _ T_T-ST. [_JZ$ Cont.ract. : 6AD- To._- oj

'.,b Code _ ?_T Ca,e No. i _j S,si S_ No. _ _._:"

M,_r_X_ (io|t/w, ter) _Xc. Lab S_|e ID' _,?O_'_'/.2

. Sample w_./vo) _ !E._lglm!} ._ Lab rile ID_ /./_
_e

f

#

£xtraction (SeprtCont/Son¢_ $_- Date Ana]yzed_ _-/:_'_._-
14

GPC Cleanups(Y/N| N pH Dilution factor, I

¢

C-IS _,,



Color Befores BROW}+ Clarity Befores Textures SANDY

Color Afterl LT.YELLOW Clarity Alters Artifacts, NO

Commenus !

FORM I - IN

C.16



iA EG&G SAMPLE NO.
UOLAT|LE ORGANrCS ANALYS|S DATA SHEET 4.IJI'_I _,,IIm ,I,a,mI= aI, In a_iii mb _I aI, am,

I I
I 201627 I

Lab NameI TCT-ST. LOUTS Contract : ERDTOS[I_ i................. I

Lab Code: TCT Case No. : TOS03 SAS No. : SDG No. : 200305

Matrix: (sol I/water) S01L Lab Sample |O: 92005514

Sample wt/uol: 2.5 (g/ml) G Lab File ID: >G600_

Leual: (low/mad) LOW Date Received: 08/28/92
i

, S Moisture: not dec, 0 Date Analyzed: 09/0_/92

Column: (pack/cap) CAP Dil,Jtion Factor: 2

CONCENTRAT!ON UNITS:

CAS NO. COMPOUND (ug/L or ug/Kg) ug/Kg Q

74-B_-_ Chloromethene 20 U
_4-B3-9 Bromomethane 20 U

75-01-4 U_nyl chloride 20 U
7_-00-3 Chloroethane 20 U
75-09-2 Methylene Chloride 280
6_-64-I Acetone 260
75-15-0 Carbon Disulfide 10 U
75-_5-4 l_l-Dich|oroetheme 10 U
75-_4-3 111-Dichloroethane 10 U
_40-a$9-0 1;2-Dichloroethene (total) 10 U
6_-66-3 Chlorotorm 10 L:
107-06-2 l_2-Dichloroethane 10 U
78-9_-_ 2-Butanone 10 U
_I-5_-6 I _lj I-Tr :oh Ioroethane 10 U
56-2_-5 Carbon Tetrachlor 1de 10 U
108-05-4 Ui n_>Jl Acetate 20 U
,95-27-4 Bromod tch loromethene 10 U
78-87-5 1,2-Oiohloropropane 10 U
10061-01-5 c is- l_-Dich loropropene 10 U
79-01-6 Tr ichloroethene 10 U
124-48-1 Dibromoch|oromethane 10 U
79-00-5 1_1 ,2-Tr ichloroethane 10 U
;_1-4_-2 Benzene 10 U
10061-02-6 t rans- l_3-D_ch loropropene 10 U

' 75-25'-2 Bromo_orm lO U

108-10-1 4-Me thyl-2-pen t anone 20 U
591-_'8-6 2-Hexanone _0 U

• 122-18-4 Tot rachioroethene 113 U
_9-_4-5 1,1 _2 _2-Te t rach loroethane 10 U
I08-88-3 Toluene i0 U
108-90-; _ Ch lorobenzene 10 U
100-41-4 Ethylbenzene I0 U
100i42-5 Styrene I0 U
I_30-20-_ Xylene (total) 10 U

FORM I U0A 1,"8_ Rev

C-17
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1E F. ""_ SAMmI.E NO
UOLATILE ORGAN!CS ANALYSIS DATA SHEET ................ .

TENTATIUELY IDENTIFIED COMPOUHDS I i

Lab Nemel TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract: ERDTOSD3 I................ I

Lab Code: TCT Case No. : TOS0_ SAS No. : SDG No. : 200_0_

Matrix; (soil/water) SOIL Lab Sampie ID: 92009_I_

Sample wt/voi: 2.9 (glml) g Lab F11e ID: >G6003

Level: (low/mad) LOW Date Received: 08/28/92 '

N Moisture: not dec. 0 Date Anals,:ed: 09/0_/92
Q

Column: (pack/cap) CAP Di lution Factor-: 2

CONCENTIRATION UNITS:

Numbs," TICs found: 2 (ug/L or ug/Kg) ug/Kg
III lllI I I I _i I I I III i III I IllII IIIll I I III I IIi II II III I I i I Illl i llII i I I III I II IiII

I I
CAS NUMBER COMPOUND NAME RT I EST. COHC. Q I

IIIIIIIIiIIiIIII ImIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiIIiIIIIII IIIIIIII _ IIIIIIIiiIiiI IIIIII

I , 110_43 HEXANE 13._9 2_ _I I
2, %241B_ DECANE 19.8_ 12 3 I
3. I
4. I
5. I
6. I
7. I I
8. I
9, i

10. I
_.I. i
$2, I
13. I

1.6. I

19. I
20. I
21. I
22. I
2_. I,

26. I

2e. I
29. I

I
ItI II,II mI ai ,mlIIIiIlmIIIIIIIIIIiI II IIIIIlilI BIIIIIIIIIIII I II ImIIIIIIIIl_I III_I_

FORM I UOA-TIC 1/87 Reu

0
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E_ +_ S_I_WLE NO.
' I Itim ml ,m. I Qm_,J ml mtw. m_olu

A"
PBSTZCZDEORGZCS D ,A i i

1D I ........... - .............. I

Lab Name : TCT-$T. LOUIS Contract : £_D- 7"_J-o3

Lab Code : TCT Case No. : 7"0565 5as : SDG No. : cPoO30-o"

Matrix: (soil/water) 4_/'_- Lab Sample ID: _20Cb_'/_/

, Sample wt/voi : /ff.d(g/ml ) ._ Lab File ID: X/_

Level: (low/'med;, i._ Date Re-eived: _-_:7_ ,
e

%Molsture: not dec, _dec._NA_ Date Extracted: _'4/'_,2 ._:

Extraction ($epF/Cont/Sonc' Su_J._ Date Analyzed: q-/5"_ t_"
"k

GPC Cleanup:(Y/N) N pH 7 Dilution Factor: I0

CONCENTfL_TION UNITS :
CA$ NO. COMPOUND rv

- "6 .....1 126'74 11-2 AROrLO_-I0, ._. I ,_...:o _ I
t 11_04 28-2 AROCLOF.-_221 ! (.,,70 I_ I
1 _It41-16-5 AJ:tOCLOF,-12 32 ............. I _5o I_ I

c ._4 E _-2._ - =. AROC LOF.-:2 e,: I 53_9 l(i ,
: 26 7 _- 29 - 6 AROCLOP,- 1 ;_4 _ ..... I 530 _ I

, :1097-69-: AROCLOF-:254 i 53<) ILL i
110._6-81-5 A._,C>=LOF-126C I _2-c/ _- I J

FORP_,: PEST 1187 Re';.

¢

C-19 ""



ENVIROFOR.MS/INORGANIC CLP

SAMPLE NO.
1

INORGANIC ANALYSIS DATA SHEET

2M1627
Lab Name: TCT St. Louis Contract: ERDTOH03

Lab Code: TCT Case No. : TOS03 SAS No. : SDG No. : 2M0305

Matrix (soil/water): SOIL Lab Sample ID: 92005515

Level (low/med) : LOW Date Received: 08/28/92

% Solids: 99.7

Concentration Units (ug/L or mg/kg dry weight): MG/KG

CAS No. Analyte Concentration tC _ M

r_

7429-90-5 Aluminum 6300 P--

7440-36-0 Antimony 1 4 LU N F--• i_

744 .0-38-2L Arsenic 7.9 _ NS 'F
7440-39-3 Barium 95.9 P

7440-41-7 Beryllium 1.0 '
7440-43-9 Cadmium i. 0 U '

7440-70-2 Calcium 20100

7440-47-3 Chromium 18.7 p

7440-48-4 Cobalt 6.4 B '
15.2 N-7440-50-8 Copper ....

7439-89-6 Iron 13300
7439-92-1 Lead 12.2 W

7439-95,4 Magnesium 5020 _ __
7439-96-5 Manganese 215 P

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.36 _ C__V
7440-02-0 Nickel 18.5 P
7440-09-7 Potassium 1630 A

7782-49-2 Selenium 4.0 U N F

7440-22-4 Silver 0.20 U F

7440-23-5 Sodium 145 B P_
7440-28-0 Thallium 0.40 U W F___

7440 _2-2 Vanadium 26.3 P___

7440-66-6 CyanideZinc 71.6 --i IP---

Color Before: BROWN Clarity Before: Texture: SANDY .

Color After: LT.YELLOW Clarity After: Artifacts: NO

Comments:

FORM I - IN

C-20



VOLATILE ORGANICS ANALYSIS DATA SHEET

I l

I 202525 l
Lab Name: TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract: ERDTOS03 I i

Lab Code: TCT Case No.: TOS03 SAS No.: SDG No.: 200305

Matrix: (soil/water) SOIL Lab Sample ID: 92005516

Sample wt/vol: 1 (g/ml) G Lab File ID: >G5998

, Level: (low/med) LOW Date Received: 08/28/92

% Moisture: not dec. 15 Date Analyzed: 09/03/92

Column: (pack/cap) CAP Dilution Factor: 5

CONCENTRATION UNITS:

CAS NO. COMPOUND (ug/L or ug/Kg) ug/Kg Q

74-87-3 Chloromethane 59 U

74-83-9 Bromomethane 59 U

75-01-4 Vinyl chloride 59 U
75-00-3 Chloroethane 59 U

75-09-2 Methylene Chloride 500
67-64-1 Acetone 1200

75-15-0 Carbon Disulfide 29 U

75-35-4 l,l-Dichloroethene 29 U

75-34-3 1,1-Dichloroethane 29 U
540-59-0 1,2-Dichloroethene (total) 29 U

67-66-3 Chloroform 29 U

!07-06-2 1,2-Dichloroethane 29 U
78-93-3 2-Butanone 59 U

71-55-6 l,l,l-Trichloroethane 29 U
56-23-5 Carbon Tetrachloride 29 U

108-05-4 Vinyl Acetate 59 U
75-27-4 Bromodichloromethane 29 U

78-87-5 1,2-Dichloropropane 29 U

10061-01-5 cis-l,3-Dichloropropene 29 U
79-01-6 Trichloroethene 29 U

124-48-I Dibromochloromethane 29 U

79-00-5 l,l,2-Trichl_roethane 29 U
71-43-2 Benzene 29 U

10061-02-6 trans-l,3-Dichloropropene 29 U
75-25-2 Bromoform 29 U

" 108-10-I 4-Methyl-2-pentanone 59 U
591-78-6 2-Hexanone 59 U

127-18-4 Tetrachloroethene 29 U

" 79-34-5 l,l,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 29 U
108-88-3 Toluene 29 U

108-90-7 Chlorobenzene 29 U

100-41-4 Ethylbenzene 29 U

100-42-5 Styrene 29 U

1330-20-7 Xylene (total) 29 U
%

FORM I VOA 1/87 Rev
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IE EGiG SAMPLE NO.
UOLATILE ORGANICS ANALYSIS DATA SHEET

TENTATIUELY IDENTIFIED COMPOUNDS I
202925 I

Lab Name: TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract : ERDTOS07 I

Lab Code: TCT Case No. : TOS03 SAS No. : SDG No. : 200309

Matrix: (soil/_ater) SOIL Lab Sample ID: 92005916

Sample _t/voI : I (g/el) cj Lab Fi ie ID: >G5998

Level: (low/mad) LOW Date Received: 08/28/92 '

,_, Moisture: not dec. 15 Date Analyzed: 09/03/92

Column: (pack/cap) CAP Di lut ion Factor: 5

CONCENTRATION UNITS:

Number TICs Found: 1 (ug/L or ug/Kg) ug/Kg

CAS NUMBER COMPOUND NAME RT EST. CONC. Q

1. 110543 HEXANE 5.51 60 3
2.

4.
5.
6,
?.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
12.
18.
19.
20.
23.
22.
23. 0
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29,
30.

FORM I UOA-TIC 1/87 Rev

C-22



EG_G SAMPLE _.
• I.................. I

PESTICTDE ORGANICS DATA SHEET I _?Gc_,__9_. I1D I I

Lab Name : TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract : E_D- 7"_J- 03

Lab Code: TCT Case No. : 7"05d3 5as: SDG No. :o700_

Matrix: (soi I/water) _I. Lab Sample ID: _2L_9.<_/_

' Sample wt/vol : /b'.O(g/ml) ._ Lab File ID: _/_ , .

Level: (low/reed) J-_ . Date Received: 2-2g-_._ ..

%Holsture: not dec. /_.d) dec._NA_ Date Extracted: _?_/-_-q :_

Extraction (SepF/Cont/Sonc)SoN6 Date Analyzed: _-/.C-_

GPC Cieanup:(Y/N) N pH 7 Dilution Factor: /

CONCENTRATION UNITS :

CAS NO. COb4POL/ND O

i.i. H HH I I IIII.I III I I I I I , III

f I I I

[ 12674-11-2 AROCLOR-1016 I J9 ILL [
I 1 1 1 04-28-2 AROCLOF.-! 221 I 75' ILL I
I 1114:1-16-5 AROCLOR- 1 2 3 2 ! ,_ ILL I
, 53469-21-9 AROCLOR-1242 .... i 59 ILL- I

I 12672-29-6 AROCLOR- 1248 I _9 I(.J- I
I i I0 97 -69- I AROCLOR -1254 I 39 I(/ I

I 11096-82-5 AROCLOR- 1260 l 72 I I

FOP,,H 1 PEST 1187 Rev.

¢
. ,o
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ENVIROFORM_/INORGA2;IC CLP
SAMPLE NO.

1
INORGANIC ANALYSIS DATA SHEET

2M_2525
Lab Name: TCT St. Louis Contract: ERDTOS03

Lab Code: TCT Case No.: TOS03 SAS No.: SDG No.: 2M0305

Matrix (soil/water): SOIL Lab Sample ID: 92005517

Level (low/med): LOW Date Received: 08/28/92 I

% Solids: 85.0

Concentration Units (ug/L or mg/kg dry weight): MG/KG
,, , ,,, ......................................................

CAS No. Analyte Concentration C Q M

7429"9'015 Ai_inum 11900 - w-

7440"3'6'0' _t_ony ' _ ' 2.1 _B N F--
7440-38-2 Arsenic 9. ! N+ F

, , - - , _, f, -am L , ,i

7440-39-3 Barium 224 .................P___

7440-43-9 Cadmium 2.1 P
7440-70-2 Caicium .... 14900 _ -- _ " P--
7440-47-3 Chromium 30.6 P
744014'8-4 cObalt ................ii.3 B - P--_

7_440"50""_'i,CoPper ......' ...........33"6-- S N,4 ......._i
7439-89-6 Iron 20900 P
7439-92-i Lead ............ 16.9 .... W ' F'--
7439-95-4 Maunesium _ 9530 -- _-

7439-96-5 Manqanese .... 386 P
7439-97-6 Mercury _ 0.09 B CV{
7440-02-0 Nickel 35.3 P-i
7440-09-7 Potassium 2950 A
7782-49-2 Selenium 4.7 U N Fm .---.-

7440-22-4 Silver 0.24 B FR .-....

7440-23-5 Sodium 192 B P
7440-28-0 Thallium 0.49 B W F
7440-62-2 Vanadium 30.8 P
7440-66-6 Zinc 158 P

Cyanide _ __

Color Before: BROWN Clarity Before: Texture: FINE

Color After: LT.YELLOW Clarity After: Artifacts: NO

Comments:

FORM. I - IN

C-24



]

2B

SOIL VOLATILE SURROGATE RECOVERY

Lab Name: TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract: ERDTOS03

Lab code: TCT Case No.: TOS03 SAS No.: SDG No.: 200305

Level:(low/med) LOW

EG&G $1 $2 $3 I $4 ITOTI

. SAMPLE NO. (TOL)# (BFB)# (DCE)#!( )#10UTI
ummlumnmmun, mmmmmm .munnu ..mmmmlummmm.(... I

01 VBLK01 108 92 93 I I 01

, 02 200912 105 94 98 I I Ol

03 I I I
04 ................... .... i ........... I ............ m

06 ....................... _ .............. .... I ....
o7 ................................. ....... I-_
08 I
09 I
10 I
11 . . ....... ......... I ............

13 ............. __ __, ................ I ._ _._
14 I ___
15 ......... _ ..... ,........ ..... I

17 I __._
18 ........... _ ...... .... I .......
19 ............. _ __ ........ I ....
20 I __._

22 I
23
24
25 _._..
26
27 ....I
28 I ____
29 I
30 I

QC LIMITS

SI (TOL) " Toluene-d8 (81-117)

' S2 (BFB) = 4-Bromofluorobenzene (74-121)
S3 (DCE) = i,2-Dichloroethane-d4 (70-121)

" # Column to be used to flag recovery values
, Values outside of contract required QC limits

D Surrogates diluted out

page ___ of __.
FORM II VOA-2 1/87 Re , ,

C-25



J
2B

SOiL VOLATILE SURROGATE RECOVERY

Lab Name: TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract_ ERDTOSC3

Lab code: TCT Case No.: TOS0 _ SAS No.: SDG No.z 200305

Level:(low/med) LOW

EGG S2 S3 S4
SAMPLE NO. (TOL)# (BFB)# (DCE)# ( )# OUT

iIM.mlsminnl mBmiam JmuRmm mmmJBR kmmlsB RRI l

01 VBLK02 95 99 98 0

02 202525 100 99 104 0

03 200305MS i07 90 103 0 •

04 200305MSD 103 96 106 0

05 201023 100 I 96 111 0
06 201627 111 I 89 112 0
07 200305 100 I 95 113 0
08 I ..... ______
09 - .... i-_ ............ : ...... -_,__ .... .......

lO ................... I ..... _ -_ ......

14 ..................... I. IHI .... _- [ i,_ i,i f J :i,

15 ..................... _...... ............... ___.
16 ......................... ,............... _ ___
17 __ _ ...... __ ......
18

22
23 .......

25 ...... _. ___

27
28

30

QC LIMITS

Sl (TOL) - Toluene-d8 (81-117)

52 (BFB) - 4-Bromofluorobenzene (7_-121)

$3 (DCE) - 1,2-Dichloroethane-d{ (70-121)

# Colunun to be used to flag recovery values

• Values outside of contract required QC limits

D 5_rrogates diluted out

page __ of __.
FORM II VOA-2 1/87 Re_
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3B
SOIL VOLATILE _TRIX SPIKE/_TRIX SPIKE DUPLICATE RECOVCRY

Ldb Name. T_,-ST. LOUIS Contraccz ERDTO$03

Lab coder TCT Case No.t TOS03 SAS No.t SDG No.t 200305

HaErix Sptke- EG&G Sample No.l 92005508 Leveit(low/med) LOW

....................... -rv : " _i_ : - " l,,,rr .............. $

I I ADDED ICONCENTP_TIONICONCENTRATIONI % ILZMZTSI
I COMPOUND i (ug/Kg)! (ug/Kg) I (ug/Kg) I REC #1 REC. t
I.,........,oo,,o,oo,o,..1,.,,.,,,t.......,.,oo.1.o.o...,.....I.,.,..1...,,.I
i 1,1-Dichloroetnene I S0 I 0 I 51 I 102 iS9-1721
I Trichloroe_hene 1 SO I 0 1 46 I 91 162-1371
I Chlorobenzene I SO l 0 i t7 I 93 160-133l
i Toluene I SO I 0 I 67 I 9t 159-139t
I Benzene I 50 I 0 t 46 I 91 !66-142!

SPIKE MSD MSD I I
ADDED CONCENTRATION % % I OC LIMITS I

COMPOUND (uq/Kq] (ug/Kg) REC . RPD #I RPD i REC. I
mummmmmmumsmmemmmmmsmeme °msmmmem mmmmmmmmmmmmm mmmmmm nammmmJummmamJmmammm j

1,1-Dichloroe_hene 50 50 100 1 l 22 J59-_72j
T=tchloroethene 50 46 92 1 I 24 162-2371
C_lorobenzene 50 50 101 8 I 21 160-1331
Tciuene 50 49 99 5 I 21 159-1391
Benzene 50 48 96 6 I 21 166-1421

# column _o be used to flag recovery and RPD values with an asterisk

• Values outside of OC £im_ts

RPD. 0 out of 5 outside limits
J

Spike Becovery: 0 out of 10 outside limits

e

COMMENTS; ...................................................................... ........................................ -_=-....
I_L___J I II IIII__ _lJ]lI IIIIH II I ! I l]Imll! I I III I [IIIIL I ' . lJ!lJll II[1i]llIII II II lll,llll!!IIIIII , . I [ II II I I [ |18•

FORM III VOA-2 1/87 BeY.
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VOLATZLE METHOD BLANK SUHMARY

Lab l_amet TCT-ST. LOUZS Contractz ERDTOS03

Lab ¢ode_ TCT Case No.t TOS03 SAS No.t SDG No.s 200305

Lab FLle ZDz )G598_ Lab Sample ZDs HSAZ270

Date Analyzeds 09/02/92 T%me Analyzedt 09t39

Hatrlxz (soil/water) SOIL Levels(low/mad) LOW
P

Instrument iDt 59704G

THIS METHOD BLANK APPLIES TO THE FOLLOW:NO SAHPLES, MS AND HSD!

EG&G LAB LAB I TZHE
SAHPLE NO. SAHPLE ZD FILE ZD i ANALYZED

IIIIEIII'IIIIB lEanJBlIlEDtiilll lIllmliIBllgllll I iillilIlIll

:I,, 200912 92005S10 >G5989 I 1,g,sS0
3 ....................................................................................... I ......................

................... Ill: : ..........

7 ................ .......... , .................. J......... .....

,1,0 ......................... ,...................... - -,- ...... : ..... _ _:: ---I ........ - ..... ..... ,_-_- .....

5 L:T "±_ - r _........ l _ ............... IIII : nlltl nllrllnl iii

17 ..............................................................

19 .........................................................

2: .................................. ..... ............... _::

,_3 _ . .... ..... _: ::: :: : : : : , :: ::::: . _::.:::.... _ :::::::::::::::::::::: ,,,w:.:,,,,u,,_ : __ ::::::

4 iiiili : . : . [ : . : : . :T - iiiiI i i i1| i i . ]11111 iii i i ii ii ii ii iii

2'7
8 _IL: : : : : ::7 : l : : :L :::::: i ::?7_.: _: :: : ..... i . illl i i1_ ::: iiii i i i iiii] 11 i iii ii ii

COMMENTS'• ,, ,,, . ,_ ,,_ ,u ,i _L : .............. .......... : I . : . . _. : : : : ,, :_. ........... e

|!£,,,,L " . ,,El,]m,_ , ,_ ! . _ : : _,,,],,,,,i!ii Jill . lIlll [[ I llIlJI I IllII i llllJllllll l l L !lII '""!'..... lllll

%

page __. of ._..
FORM IV VOA 1/87 Rev.
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1A EGE._ SAMF:LE NO.
UOLAT!LE 0RGAN|CS ANALYSIS DATA SHEET e= m li_ iJW e._,i i_ ca. i_ elml_i i

I i
I UBLK01 I

Lab Name: TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract : ERDTOS03 :

Lab Code: TCT Case No,: TOS0_ SAS No.: SDG No. : 200305

Matrix: (moil/water) SOrL Lab Sample ID: MSA 2270

Sample wt/vol: _ (g/el) g Lab File IO: >G5984
S

Level: (low/mad) LOW Date Received:

. N Moisture: not dec. Date Analyzed: 09/02/92

Column: (pack/cap) CAP Dilution Factor: 1

CONCENTRAT!ON UNITS:

CAS NO. COMPOUND (ug/L or ug/Kg) ug/Kg Q
elm illli e.,Im ii Q,IHim el m Ill_ _ Wl al _ m ,Im il el iD II elmel ei im elmell _ em ib em_ _ il ei aJ imam, all ei em Jimam _ i ellwis em eeHim ii ml ,.mIm IWH,_B iDi_ lllm_ ilei_ _

I
1 74-87-3 Ch Ioromethane 10 U
1 74-83-9 Bromome thane 10 U

1 75-01-4 Uinyl chloride 10 U
I ;P_-O0-3 Chloroethane 10 U

I 75-09-2 Methylene Chloride 5
1 67-64- I Aae tone 6 J_
_-I_;-0 Carbon DilulFide 5 U

75-_-4 1_l-Diohloroethene ._ U
7c3-34-:_ ls 1-Dichloroethene 5 U
m340-_;9-0 l_2-Dichloroethene (total) 5 U
67-66-_ ChloroForm _ U

102-06-2 I _2-Di oh loper thane _ U
78-9_-3 2-Butenone 10 U
71-59-6 I_ 1_ 1-Tr ich force thane 2 3_
_6-23-5 Carbon Tat raohlor ida 5 U
I08-05-4 Uinyl Acetate 10 U
_5-2_'-4 Bromod Ich ioromethane 5 U

28-87-5 I ,2-Dich lorop, opens 5 U
10061-01-5 c is-i _-Dich loropropene _ U
79-0]-6 Tr ich force t hone .m U
i24-,;8-1 Dibromoch loromet hane _ U

79-00-_ I_ I _2-Tr ich force thane ._ LI
71-_3-2 Benzene 5 U
10061-02-6 t tans- 1 _;-Di ch loropropene ._ Ul

75-25-2 BromoForm 5 U

108-10-1 _-Methyl-2-pen t shone 10 U
59 i-78-6 2-Hexanone 10 IJ
127-I_-4 Tet rech ]oroethene _ U

79-3_-5 1., 1 _2,2-Te t rach 1oroet hone 5 U
i08-88-:_ To luene 5 U
108-90-7 Ch lorobenzene _ U

100i41-4 Eths,Ibenzene 5 U
100-42-_ Styrene 5 U
1:_0-20-7 Xylene ( tote I) 5 U

FORP1 1 t,.lOA I187 Rev
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IE EG&G SAMPLE NO.
UOLAT!LE OI_GAN!CS ANALYSIS DATA SHEET =,,=i =i, ===m ,m_==,w ,=m===i m== ,me=i==m=_ i

TENTATIUELY IDEHTIFIED COMPOUNDS I I
I UBLKOl I

LeE Name: TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract: ERDTOS0_ I................ I

Lab Code: TCT Case No. : TOS0_ SAS No. : SDG No. : 200_0_

Matrix: (soi l/_ater) SOIL Lab Sample IO: MSA 2270

Sample wt/vol: _ (g/el) g Lab File ID: >G$984

Level: (low/mad) LOW Date Received:
e

Moisture: not dec. Date Analyzed: 09/02/92

Column: (pack/cap) CAP Di ]ution Factor: I •

CONCENTRAT |ON UNITS:

Number TiCs Found: 0 (ug/L or ug/Kg) ug/Kg

CAS NUMBER COMPOUND NAME RT EST, CONe. O
NQoinnilalliOlmi aggomninsimonmitmnmlmmiRmiom mNiiliNi ilOlOIDliONim InioQI

1.
2,
._.
4,

6,

9,
9,

10.

12.

16.

18,
19.
20.
21.
22.
2_,

2_,
26.
27,
28,
2_,
_0,

t

FORM I UOA-TIC 1/97 Re_,

I
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VOLATILE METHOD BLANK SUMMARY

Lab Name: TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract: ERDTOS03

Lab code: TCT Case No.t TOS03 SAS No.: SDG No.: 200305

Lab File ID: >G5997 Lab Sample ID: MSAZ272

Date Analyzed: 09/03/92 Time Analyzed: 11:32

, Matrix: (soil/water) SOIL Levei:(low/med) LOW

Instrtunent ID: 59704G

THIS METHOD BLANK APPLIES TO THE FOLLOWING SAMPLES, MS AND MSD:

EG&G LAB LAB TIME

SAMPLE NO. SAMPLE ID FILE ID ANALYZED
111111111111111111111111 _IRUZmmBND'mSmB sJmmmulullma--n twmmnm_'mnm

1 202525 92005516 >G5998 12 •20
2 200305MS 92005508 >G6000 13 :40

3 200305MSD 92005508 >G6001 14:20

{ 201023 92005512 >G6002 14 :59

5 201627 92005514 >G6003 15 :39

6 200305 92005508 >G6004 16 :26

L_ ,,H.... , u:_.L,_,,, .... ,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,, - ...... L ii ,,,

ULIII, UL, I I III L[ ........ 1 1 I J I II III I UT[

10 ............_ .....................

12

13 .......................... .............

5 !'"_'m','!'L_! . " -- LII . Lpllllllnl:i i,II iiiiiiii

16 ............... ..... ......
17 ,, ,,,,i,,,_ ii i,, ,,,,, ,, i,, ,,,,i,,

18 .............._::

19 .......... _ ...........................

0 iiij _ __ _ : :17 , ,H ........, _ - _7 Jl_ l_H[yVllU.Vllll - _ ii,i i , ii i iiii

1 J,,,,,_t _ , ,,,_,_:, : - ,,,,,,,,i :.......,,, , ,,,, i

22 ..................................

23 ..............

24 ..................,tl, u JL " - tit....... , _, ,, - - - , ,j,_, .......... ' '"" '"'tL ' ' '

' 26 1 -- T" _: . llllt_ , --_ f'[ li,[_ IU'_]I-' __Jll[IJllllt :_

7 , ,_Lu ,, __: ,, _ .,,,,,, ,, J, i,, [,L..JL:L_..... ,,J_, i . , ,J,,,,l., ,., _ . : :--: ,,,,,, ,L_,[,[I !11 [I II II m II -- __

8 I '[LzL L ,UI,I...... _ : U,L , I,,, - ---_ 9' . ":'..... ,H"'.'_ " .........___.J ,IL_ ........

t_ 2 9 - . ,L '11I ..... ' I ] " : _: : J, ' ' J [ ,'[ !l ' ,[ ' U' .... L __-£.--!_'L"

0 _LII I:_ .: T ..... ::Li . : ": .... : ,--::: "-: ...... ii IH. L I IT Inl I IIIII II .f I IIII !1 II111111 ii! !1 I I

IIIII I ": : : _:r Z_ : _---- _:_ JiJJ] III I I I II

COMMENTS '" ,, -- JI]J IJ ......... [[HII!.]IL'. " H I .[: - _ -- _ _ ...... "-- ,: L:-L --- - "" ........ : T': .... ......... : ........... ' = [ ' _

..... i I ii I! IIIIII IIIIIIII I III I: I II Irl ::-I_ - _ ...........: ........... :._ ........ :........ : • - .L

I

page __ of .._,
FORM IV VOA 1/87 Rev.
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VOLATILE ORGANICS ANALYSIS DATA SHEET

J I
I VBLK02 I

Lab Name: TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract: ERDTOS03 I i

Lab Code: TCT Case No.: TOS03 SAS No.: SDG No.: 200305

Matrix: (soil/water) SOIL Lab Sample ID: MSA2272

Sample wt/vol: 5 (g/ml) G Lab File ID: >G5997

Level: (low/med) LOW Date Received:

w

% Moisture: not dec. Date Analyzed: 09/03/92

Column: (pack/cap) CAP Dilution Factor: I

CONCENTRATION UNITS:

CAS NO. COMPOUND (ug/L or ug/Kg) ug/Kg Q

74-87-3 Chloromethane 10 U

74-83-9 Bromomethane 10 U

75-01-4 Vinyl chloride 10 U
75-00-3 Chloroethane I0 U

75-09-2 Methylene Chloride 5 U
67-64-I Acetone 10 U

75-15-0 Carbon Disulfide 5 U

75-35-4 1,1-Dichloroethene 5 U

75-34-3 1,l-Dichloroethane 5 U

540-59-0 1,2-Dichloroethene (total) 5 U
67-66-3 Chloroform 5 U

107-06-2 1,2-Dichloroethane 5 U
78-93-3 2-Butanone 10 U

71-55-6 l,l,l-Trichloroethane 5 U
56-23-5 Carbon Tetrachloride 5 U

108-05-4 Vinyl Acetate I0 U
75-27-4 Bromodichloromethane 5 U

78-87-5 1,2-Dichloropropane 5 U

10061-01-5 cis-1,3-Dichloropropene 5 U
79-01-6 Trichloroethene 5 U

124-48-I Dibromochloromethane 5 U

79-00-5 1,1,2-Trichloroethane 5 U
71-43-2 Benzene 5 U

10061-02-6 trans-1,3-Dichloropropene 5 U
75-25-2 Bromoform 5 U

108-10-I 4-Methyl-2-pentanone i0 U
591-78-6 2-Hexanone I0 U .

127-18-4 Tetrachloroethene 5 U

79-34-5 l,i,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 5 U

108-88-3 Toluene 5 U .

108-90-7 Chlorobenzene 5 U

100-41-4 Ethylbenzene 5 U

100-42-5 Styrene 5 U

1330-20-7 Xylene (total) 5 U
%

FORM I VOA 1/87 Rev
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IE EC,&G SAMPLE NO,
UOLATILE ORGANICS ANALYSIS DATA SHEET

TENTATiLIELY IC,ENTIFIEC COMPOUNDS I I
I UBLKO2 i

Lab Name: TCT-ST. LOUIS Contract: ERDTOSO3 I I

Lab Code: TCT Case No. : TOS03 SAS No. : SDG No. : 20030._

Matrix: (soil/water) SOIL " Lab Sample ID: MSA2272

Sample wt/vol: 5 (g/ml) g Lab File ID: >G5997

Level: (low/mad) LOW Date Received:

, N Moisture: not dec. Date Analyzed: 09/03/92

Column: (pack/oap) CAP Dilution Factor: i

CONCENTRATION UN ITS:

Number TICs Found: I (ug/L or ug/Kg) ug/Kg
mlm,

CAS NUMBER COMPOUND NAME RT EST. CONC. I_
II II II II II II II mm mm IIlII II II II II II II II II III II II II II II II II II II II IS II II II II III I I I I t I I llIII II II II II II II II II II IIIII II II II II mm II II II II II II II IIIII

I. _937_9 ISOCYANOMETHANE 3.68 7 _
2.
3.

6,
7.
e.
9.
lO.
II.
12.
13.
14.
IS.
16.
12.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

I

23.
24.
2_,

+ 26.
27.
2e.
29.
3o.

i

FORM I UOA-TIC 1/87 Rev

I
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NORTHEAST RESEARCH INSTITUTE, INC.

November 23, 1992
, /

Mr. Buck Sisson
EG&G

' MS-2107
1955 Fremont Avenue
IdahoFalls, Idaho83415

Re: NERI Project No. 1724

Dear Mr.Sisson:

NortheastResearchInstitute,Inc.(NERI)hascompletedaPETREX soilgasinvestigationforEG&G
attheNODA SitelocatedinIdahoFails,Idaho.TheobjectivesofthePETREX investigationwasto
provideatestsurveytodemonstratetheutilityofthePETREX Technologyinlocatingandidentifying
volatileorganiccompounds(VOCs)andsemivolatileorganiccompounds(SVOCs)presentinan
infraredanomalyidentifiedontheNODA Site.Inasmuchasonlyfive(5)PE_ Collectorswere
employedinthistestsurvey,insteadofatypicalgridarrayofcollectors,noattemptwasmadetomap
thelocationofapotentialplumeofcontaminantspresentonthesiteinlowquantities.

FivePE_X Collectors,eachcontainingtwowires,weredeployedontheNODA Site.SeveralVOCs
weredetected,atverylowlevels(lowmassspectrometerioncounts)usingthepatentedandproprietary
PETREX Technology.TheseVOCs werefirstidentifiedusingpyrolysis/massspectrometry(Py/MS-
FirstWireAnalysis)andsubsequentlypyrolysis/gaschromatography/massspectrometry(Py/GC/MS-
SecondWireAnalysis).Itshouldbenotedthatalthoughonlytwo(2)Py/GC/MSanalyseswerebudgeted
inthisdemonstrationproject,Py/GC/MSanalysiswasconductedonallofthePETREX Collectors
returnedtoNERIafterplacementonthethetestsite.ThePy/GC/MSanalysistechniqueisappliedwhen
complexmatricesareencountered,thus,creatingasummingofsimilarfragmentionsorwhenthe
suspected contaminants are found to be present in verylow concentrations. The gas chromatographic
separation permits elution of isomers or homologous chemical species which provides the mass

, spectrometer to detect lowerconcentrations of pollutantsthan would be possible in a matrixcontaining
a number of individualcompounds.

. RESULTS OF PETREX PYROLYSIS/MASS SPECTROMETRIC ANALYSIS

The PETREXFingerprintTechnology(Py/MS Analysisof PETREXSensors)is arapid,verysensitive,
accurate, andfirst screening technique that hasbeenutilizedin morethan 1,000environmental su_'eys
in twenty-seven countries.

309 Farmlngton Avenue, Suite A.100 Farmlngton, Connecticut 06032.1943

Telephone (203) 677-96_63FAX (203) 677.7008



The following list of mass spectralfragments were used by NERI's scientific personnel in reading
PETREXFingerprintmassspectraobtainedduringthePy/MSanalysisofcollectorsplacedontheNODA
Site:

Benzene: - 78, 51, 52, 50, 77

Toluene:- 9 I, 02, 65, 39, 63

Tetrachloroethylene (PCE):- 166, 164, 129,,131, 168

F11 - Trichlorofiuoromethane: - 101,103, 66, i05, 47
¢,

Uq_g the key mass spectral fragments listedabove, the Py/MS Fingerprint Spectra indicated that the
following VOCs are most likely present in thePETREX Collectors which we analyzedfollowing their
removal from the NODA site and return to NERI's laboratories:

Travel Blank. Wire # $

PETREX Collector # 5 was designatedas a travel blank. The collector designated asa travel blankis
used for quality control purposes. This collector is from the sameproduction lot as the other collectors
usedin the survey. The travelblank is treatedas anormalcollector with one exception, This collector
is never opened; is placed in the ground with its cap sealed, retrieved, shipped to NERI's laboratories
foranalysis,andanalyzedtogetherwith the othercollectors. The travelblank,thus,providesinformation
pertainingto backgroundcontamination,andwill, if notproperly handledbecomecontaminated. If the
travel blanks used in the fieldare found to becontaminatedan intensive investigationis undertakento
determine the cause of such contamination.

Figure 1 is the reconstructed mass spectrum obtainedduring the Py/MS analysis of the Travel Blank
(Wire # S). Table I contains specific data obtained during the Py/MS analysis of theTravel Blank and
the 4 PETREX Collectors placed on the site.

:17:_4:10.c:n:IQO05 PK: 40 MAX: 20_93 T_rC: 70:1_62 MTIC: 3_89:1

mm ] i m ,ml.mm I _mmm* mmmm emmm, I m mmmm i m jm *mlmm mmmm 1

Figure I. Py/MSspectrum obtained from theTravel Blank(PETREXCollector#$ -First
Wire Analysis)

D.4
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF PYROLYSIS/MASS SPECTRAL DATA OBTAINED DURING
THE ANALYSIS OF PErREX COLLECTORS PLACED ON THE NODA SITE

WIRENUMBER 1 2 3 4 5

NUMBEROF PEAKS 1i 1 108 93 86 40
* b

AMU MAXIMUMPEAK
(>45) 82 82 56 56 46

ION COUNTMAXIMUMPEAK

(> 45) 58,504 12,800 5,821 14,176 20,593

TOTALION COUNT 1,116,994 809,114 709,699 670,019 701,562

TOTALIONS> MASS 45 251,099 148,018 70,796 98,984 31,691

A studyofthedatacontainedinFigureIandTableIindicatedatotalof40massspectralfragmentsare
presentintheTravelBlankhavingatotalioncountof701,562ofwhichanioncountofonly31,691is

associatedwithmassfragmentsgreaterthanmass45.Themaximum peakgreaterthanmass45isthe
fragmentatmass46whichhasanioncountof20,593.Ithas,therefore,beenshownthattheTravelBlank
isessentially_e offragmentswhichareindicatorsforcommon environmentalpollutantsfoundinsoil
andgroundwater.

Pyrolysls/MassSpectrometry0FETREX Collector# 1-FirstWire Analysis

Figure2 isthemassspectrumobtainedduringthePy/MS analysisofPETREX Collector# iFirstWire
Analysis.

1724_,0.cn'_. fO0"_-"'PK:Ji:L_ _HAX: -58-BO4TiC: '_.Sgg4 HTZCi...._ 2_i099[

opCe" |

_e

•

me_Jl i

Figure 2. Py/MS spectrum obtained from PETREX Collector # 1 First Wire Analysis
Indicating the presenceof benzene,toluene,and tetrachloroethylene

D.5
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The information presented in Table I indicated a total of 111 mass spectral fragments are present in
PETR.EXCollector # 1 - First Wire Analysis having a total ion count of 1,116,994 of which an ion count
of only 251,099 is associated with mass fragments greater than mass 45, The maximum peak greater
than mass 45 is the fragment at mass 82 which has an ion count of 58,504. The second largest fragment
greaterthan mass 45 is at mass 207 which is due to column bleed. The Py/MS spectrum obtained during
this First Wife Analysis shows the presence of wry low concentrations of benzene, toluene (benzene,
methyl-), and tetrachloroethylene (PCE).

Pyrolysb/lVIass Spectrometry (PETREX Collector # 2 - First Wire Analysis

Figure 3 is the mass spectrum obtained during the Py/MS analysis of PETREX Collector # 2- First Wire
Analysis. The information presented in Table I indicated a total of 108 mass spectral fragments are .
present in PE_X Collector # 2. First Wire Analysis having a total ion count of 809,114 of which an
ion count of only 148,018 is associated with mass fragments greater than mass 45. The maximum peak
greater than mass 45 is the fragment at mass 82 which has an ion count of 12,800. The second largest
fragment greaterthanmass 45 is atmass 207 which is due tocolumn bleed. The Py/MS spectrum obtained
during this First Wire Analysis shows the presence of very low concentrations of benzene, toluene
(benzene, methyl-), and tetraehloroethylene (PCE),

::1,724_0,Cn_,#002 PK: :108 NAX: _.2800 TIC: 80g_,_4 NT:[C: _480i8

i11111Illll I

l'  tliij*l il,e Pee

Figure 3. Py/MS spectrum obtained from PETREX Collector # 2 First Wire Analysis
indicating the presence of benzene, toluene, and tetrachloroethylene

Pyrolysis/Mass Spectrometry (PETREX Collector # 3 - First Wire Analysis

Figure 4 is the mass spectrum obtained during the Py/MS analysis of PETREX Collector# 3 - First Wire
Analysis. The information presented in Table I indicated a total of 93 mass spectral fragments are present .
in PETREX Collector# 3 - First Wire Analysis having a total ion count 0f709,699 of which an ion count
of only 70,796 is associated with mass
fragments greater than mass 45, The maximum peak greater than mass 45 is the fragment at mass 56
which has an ion count of 5,821. The second largest fragment greater than mass 45 is at mass 207 which
is due to column bleed. The Py/MS spectrum obtained during this First Wire Analysis shows the presence
of very low concentrations of benzene, toluene (benzene, methyl-), and tetrachlorocthylen¢ (PCE).

D.6
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Figure 4. Py/MS spectrum obtained from PETREX Collector # 3 First Wire Analysis
Indicatingthe presence of benzene, toluene, and tetrachloroethyiene

Pyrolysis/Mass Spectrometry (PETREX Collector # 4. First Wire Analysis

Figure5 is the massspectrumobtainedduringthePy/MSanalysisof PETREXCollector # 4 - FirstWire
Analysis. TheinformationpresentedinTableI indicatedatotalof86 massspectralfragmentsarepresent
in PETREXCollector# 4 -First WireAnalysishavingatotalioncountof 670,019 of whichan ioncount
ofonly 98,984 is associatedwith mass fragmentsgreaterthanmass45. Themaximumpeak greaterthan

, mass 45 is the fragmentat mass 56 whichhasan ion countof 14,176. A small fragmentat mass 207
isdue tocolumn bleed.ThePy/MSspectrumobtainedduringthisFirstWireAnalysis showsthepresence

" of very low concentrationsof benzene, toluene (benzene,methyl-), tetrachloroethylene (PCE), and
• trichlorofiuoromethane(F-1I).

b .-
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' F'igure5. Py/MSspectrumobtainedfrom Wire # 4 indicatingthe presenceof benzene,
toluene,tetrachloroethylene,and trlchlorofluoromethane

RESULTS OFPET_X PYROLYSIS/GASCHROMATOGRAPHY/MASSSPECTROMETRY
ANALYSIS OF SECOND WIRES

The utilization of pyrolysis/gas chromatography/massspectrometry(Py/GC/MS) analysis further
enhancestheidentificationofmany volatileorganiccompounds(VOCs)andsemivoladleorganic
compounds(SVOCs)usinggaschromatographicprocedurestopermitseparateelutionofmany
unknownchemicalspecies,theavoidingthepresenceofinterferingfragmentsduringthemass
spectrometricanalysisofhomologouscompounds,isomerswhichoftentendtocoelute.

QualityControlProgram

SystemBlank-No.Wire/l:_,/O_SAnalysis

Figure6isthecomputerreconstructedmasschromatogramobtainedduringaSystemsBlank-No Wire
GC/MS run.InspectionofFigure6showedthereweretwopeaksobservedabovetheacceptablenoise
level:

it

Peak# IScan13-RetentionTime(R.T,)= 3.36rain.

Peak# 2Scan625-R.T.= 12.95min.

Peak # 1 has been tentatively identified as Silane,difluorodimethyl-,M.W. 96; C2H6F=Siduring the
computercomparisonof thespectraobtainedduringthe No-WireAnalysisandthe massspectrapresent
in the NationalInstituteof StandardsandTechnology(NITS)Libra._yof Mass Spectra.(See Figure7)
Peak# 2 has been tentativelyidentified as hexamethylcyclowisiloxane,M.W. 222; C6HnO3S_. (See
Figure 8)
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Figure6 IsthecomputerreconstructedmasschromatoiramobtainedduringaSystems
Blank. No.Wire GC/_S run

It shouldbe notedthat thechemical speciesobservedduringthe analysisof theNo-WLreSystems Blank
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Table H contains information pertaining to the analysis and tentative Identit'Icat/onof the unknowns

attributedto column bleed which eluted at 3.36 minutes and 12.95 minutes respectively duriag the Py/
G_S/GC/MS No-Wire Standardrun. Examination of thedatacontained within Table II indicated that
difluoro.silane had an ion count of only 2,472 while the Hexamethylcyclotris siloxane had an ion count
of 33,960.

TABLE H
P

MASS SPECTRAL DATA PERTAINING TO UNKNOWN CHEMICAL SPECIES
BELIEVED TO BE RELEASED AS COLUMN BLEED

(NonwireBlank) .

Retention

Peak Time Scan Tentative Probability Ion
_ _ Identification __% Hit (I)

1 3.36 1 Silane, difluoro- 67 (1/2) 2,472

2 12.95 625 Hexamethylcyclotris
siloxane 93-74(2/5) 33,960

Figure 8. Mass spectrum used in the Identification of the unknown chemical species No.
Wire Py/GC/MS analysis R.T. = 12.95 minutes
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Special Quality Control Procedures

The development of the PETREX Wire Sensor has provided the capability for the use of a passive soil
gas, groundwater, and surface water characterization which permits the assessment of many VOCs in
the low parts per billion (ppb) to high parts per trillion (ppt) range under a wide variety of conditions.
The nickel Curie-point alloy used for the majority of NERI's environmental surveys has a Curie-point
of 358 °C. Other Curie-point alloys permit selection of Curie points ranging from approximately I00

• °C. to more than 650 °C. The adhesive used to adhere the sorbent to the wire is nonorganic and does

not produce degradation products which can influence the determination of VOCs or SVOCs during field
surveys.

Three principal sources of potential interactions which may affect the results obtained during PETREX
Surveys are: (1) thermal degradation of VOCs or SVOCs which may produce chemical species which,
if special procedures are not employed, may effect the interpretation of analytical results, (2) the presence
of low-level volatile chemical species which may be adsorbed to the sorbent during transfer of the sensor
from its container to the crystal in which it is introduced into the pyrolysis/analytical system, and (3) the
presence of adsorbed volatile species on the sorbent which have not been removed during the
manufacture of the sensor and the activation of the sorbent. In order to minimize these potentially adverse
factors special quality control procedures are used as will be described below.

Wire Blank - Analysis of Unexposed Wire

A nonexposed wire was introduced into the Py/GC/MS system and analyzed using identical procedures
employed in the analysis of PETREX Wires utilized in the field survey. Figure 9 is the computer
reconstructed mass chromatogram obtained during the analysis of the nonexposed wire. Table 11I
contains information obtained during the analysis of this nonexposed wire.

Figure 9. Computer reconstructed mass chromatogram obtffined during the Py/GC/MS
_ analysis of the nonexposed PETREX wire
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TABLE m

CHEMICAL SPECIES IDENTIFIED AS BEING PRESENT DURING THE PY/GC/MS
ANALYSIS OF THE NONEXPOSED PETREX WIRE

Retention

Peak Time Scan Tentative Probability Ion
Number Minute _ !derltification % Hit ( l _

b ,,

1 3.67 33 Butene, isomers 60-31 (5/5) 719

2 3.91 48 Acetaldehyde 60-60 (3/3) 2,276

3 4.00 54 Acetaldehyde 76-70 (5/5) 3,320*

4 5.16 128 Ethanol 76-70 (5/5) 869

5 5.71 163 2-Propanone 78-70 (5/5) 1,771

6 6.10 188 Acetonitrile 70-70 (4/5) 1,959"

7 7.17 256 Not Identified 619"*

8 9.49 404 Benzene 76-52 (4/5) 3,593

9 25.28 1411 1,3,5,7-Tetraazatri
cyclo-[3.3.1.13.7]
decane 78 (1/1) 1,346

* The presence of atmospheric components Argon, Nitrogen, Oxygen, and Carbon dioxide may effect
the tentative identification of these compounds without the use of standards.

** Most probably hexane

Background Chemical Species

Table IV contains a listing of chemical species commonly observed during the Py/GC/MS analysis of "
PETREX Wires as well as several additional chemical species are often observed during the operation .
of the gas chromatographic/mass spectrometer systems in low concentrations which are attributed to
column bleed. The Py/GC/MS data obtained from the NODA Travel Blank and the 4 PETREX
Collectors should be compared with the information pertaining to sensor and analytical system
background chemical species.

,
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TABLE IV

CHEMICAL SPECIES COMMONLY OBSERVED AS BACKGROUND DURING THE
PY/GC/MS ANALYSIS OF PETREX WIRES

Retention

, Peak Time Scan Tentative Probability Ion
Number Minute Number Identification % Hit (/.)

1 3.68 36 Butene, isomers 76-52 (5/5) 808

2 4.01 57 Acetaldehyde 60 (1/1) 2,602*

3 5.34 142 Not Identified i,420

4 6.11 191 Acetonitrile 76-70 (4/5) 3,865*

5 8.23 326 Not Identified 1,576

6 8.32 332 Not Identified 3,829

7 13.00 630 Not Identified 1,37 I

8 13.11 637 Not Identified 1,073

9 13.47 660 Ethene, tetrachloro 87-36 (5/5) 695

10 25.33 1416 1,3,5,7-Tetraazatri
cyclo-[3.3.1.13.7]
decane 70 (1/1) 718

* The presence of atmospheric components argon, nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide may effect
the tentative identification of these compounds without the use of standards.

11
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The review of the compounds identified on the nonexposed wire standard together with the values of the
ion counts for the most intense mass fragment > than 45 a.m.u, clearly indicates that with the possible
exception of benzene (a common and almost ubiquitous chemical species found in indoor air at very low
levels, the chemical species detected during the thermal desorption/GC/MS analysis are not attributed
to environmental pollutants on the NODA site. Table IV contains a summation of the chemical species
found to bc present as a result of GC column bleed or as low-level background in the computerized GC/
MS System.

Travel Blank. Analysis of Unexposed Wire ,

Travel Blanks are used as part of NERI's Quality Control/Quality Assurance Procedures. A Travel
Blank is treated in the identical manner as the PETREX Sensors which are installed in the field except "
for the fact that the cap sealing the Travel Blank is never opened until it is returned to NERI's laboratory
for analysis following shipment from the survey site. Travel Blanks undergo manufacture, storage,
shipping, burial in the field, return to NERI's laboratory with the PETREX Collectors which have been
exposed in the field, and analyzed with the actual PETREX CoUectors utilized in the field survey. If
Travel Blanks are contaminated, NEILI conducts an analysis of retained PETREX Collectors to
determine if the contamination was due to NERI's operational procedure or may be attributed to field
handling problems.

Figure 10 is the computer reconstructed mass chromatograph obtained during the analysis of PETREX
Travel Blank Collector which was returned from the NODA Site. Table V contains the Py/GC/MS data
obtained during the analysis of PETREX PETREX Travel Blank Collector.
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Figure 10. Computer reconstructed mass chromatogram obtained during the Py/GC/MS
analysis of the PETREX travel blank collector
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TABLE V

PY/GC/MS DATA OBTAINED DURING THE ANALYSIS OF THE PETREX
TRAVEL BLANK

i

Retention "

Peak Time Scan Tentative Probability Ion

_ _ J._ % Hit,,(/)
" t

1 3.69 34 Butene, isomers 67-33 (4/5) 716

. 2 3.94 50 Acetaldehyde 76-70 (5/5 11,921"

3 5.16 128 Ethanol 70-70 (5/5) 2,691

4 5.72 164 2-Propanone 78-70 (5/5) ._,253

5 7.18 257 Hexane ?9-76 (5/5) 1,966

6 8.12 317 Not Identified 1,184

7 8.25 325 Not Identified 2,726

8 9.49 404 Benzene 60-52 (5/5) 1,868

9 12.48 595 Benzene, methyl- 76-70 (3/5) 2,805

10 12.99 627 Hexamethylcyclotris

siloxane 78 (1/2) 5,442

11 14.30 711 Foramide, N,N-

dimethyl- 89-38 (2/5) 7,107

12 25.22 1407 1,3,5,7-Tetraazatri

cyclo-[3.3.1.13.7]

* The presence of atmospheric components Argon, Nitrogen, Oxygen, and Carbon dioxide may .
effect the tentative identification of these compounds without the use of standards.

A review of the chemical species commonly observed as analytical system or PETREX wire background

" compounds, illustrated in Tables IV and V indicates that of the possible compounds which may be present
- on the NODA side (benzene and toluene) these two compounds were detected on the PETREX wire at

low levels. Benzene was shown to have an ion count of 1,868 which was only 52 percent of that observed

during the Py/GC/MS analysis of the control nonexposed wire standard. Toluene was observed during

the analysis of the travel blank wire (2,805 ion counts) but was not detected during the Py/GC/MS

analysis of the nonexposed wire standard. It should be noted that both benzene and toluene may be

produced as a degradation product of sagebrush which is prevalent on the NODA site•
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Authentic Standards - Benzene, Toluene, and Styrene

Authentic standards (benzene, toluene, and styrene) were utilized in the Py/GC/MS analysis of the
Nonwire Systems Blank, the Nonexposed (Virgin) Wire Blank, and the Travel Blank returned from the
NODA site. These standards were employed in the assessment of the gas chromatographic Retention
Indices (R.T.) as well as in the determination of the probability of match between unknown chemical
species adsorbed to the PETREX Wires. The use of authentic standards provides additional information
which is necessary to determine the presence or absence of soil gas or ground water contaminants when
such contaminants may be present in either very low concentrations or at considerable depth.

Table VI contains a summary of the chemical species detected on a PETREX Wire exposed to the
headspace in a tube containing a mixture o_ authentic standards of benzene, toluene, and styrene each
standard being introduced into the headspace tube at a concentration of approximately 250 ppm. The
time of the headspace exposure was approximately 20 minutes.

A review of the information presented in Table VI indicated very high ion counts for benzene (166,377),
toluene (1,420,296), and styrene (894,149). Other chemical species such as xy]ene, isomers (3,886),
ethynyl-benzene (3,551), 1-methylethyl-benzene (3,044, propyl-benzene (3,278), 1-methylethyenyl-
benzene (3,886), benzaldehyde, a degradation product of benzene (75,976), and benzonitrile (2,609)
were detected during the Py/GC/MS analysis of the headspace wire; these compounds may be present
in the three authentic standards as trace impurities. We have also observed many of these compounds
during studies to determine the oxidation and/or degradation of these aromatic standards in previous
studies.
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TABLE VI

CHEMICAL SPECIES DETECTED DURING PY/GC/MS ANALYSIS OF A PETREX WIRE
IN THE HEADSPACE ABOVE AUTHENTIC MIXED SAMPLES OF BENZENE,

TOLUENE, AND STYRENE

Retention

Peak Time Scan Tentative Probability Ion
' _ _ Number ]dentifi_:ation _

1 3.93 49 Acetaldehyde 70-70 (5/5) 2,817"b

2" 4.01 54 Acetaldehyde 70-70 (515) 2,203"

3 5.71 163 2-Propanone 70-70 (5/5) 840*

4 6.11 188 Acetonitrile 70-70 (5/5) 2,529*

5 9.50 404 Benzene 95-78 (5/5) 166,377

6 10.15 446 Not Identified 787

7 I2.49 595 Benzene, methyl- 88-86 (5/5) 1,420,295

8 15.13 763 Benzene, ethyl- 83 (1/5) 5,568

9 15.33 776 Xylene, isomers 88-87 (5/5) 3,886

10 15.79 805 Benzene, ethynyl- 70-63 (3/3) 3,551

II 16.08 824 Styrene 97-75 (3/5) 894, I49

12 16.77 868 Benzene,
(l.methylethyl)- 79.43 (4/5) 3,044

13 17.56 918 Benzene, propyl- 76-76 (3/5) 3,278

14 18,31 966 Benzene, (1-methyl
ethenyl)- 96-73 (4/5) 3,886

15 18.63 986 Benzald_hyde 95-76 (7/5) 75,976

16 19.54 1044 Benzonitrile 70.39 (2/5) 2,609

17 I9.93 1069 Not Identified 481

, 18 21.29 1156 Pyridine, ethenyl
isomers 26-25 (2/2) 733

19 25.28 1410 1,3,5,7-Tetraazatri
" cycle-J3.3.I.13.7] '

decan¢ 60 (I/I) 886

* The presenceofatmosphericcomponentsargon,nitrogen,oxygen, andcarbondioxidemay
effectthetentativeidentificationofthesecompoundswithouttheuseofstandards.
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Analysis of PETREX Second Wires Returned from the NODA Site Using Py/GC/MS

PETREX Sample # 1. Second Wire Py/GC/MS Analysis

Figure 11 is the computer reconstructed mass chromatograph obtained during the Py/GC/MS analysis
of the PETREX Sample # 1 - Second Wire Collector which was returned from the NODA Site. Table
VII contains the Py/GC/MS data obtained during the analysis of Sample # 1 - Second Wire.
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Figure 11. Computer reconstructed mass chromatogram obtained during the Py/GC/MS
analysis of PETREX Sample # 1. Second Wire
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TABLE VII

PY/GC/MS DATA OBTAINFD DURING THE ANALYSIS OF PETREX SAMPLE # 1
SECOND WIRE

Retention

. Peak Time Scan Tentative Probability Ion

Number _ Number Ideqtificadon % Hit (/)

1 3.68 33 Butene, isomers 70-37 (4/5) 990

2 4.02 55 Acetaldehyde 70-60 (5/5) 2,469*

3 5.75 165 2-Propanone 70-70 (5/5) 496

4 6.13 189 Acetonitrile 76-70 (4/5) 6,250*

5 8.27 326 Not Identified 2,026

6 13.01 628 Not Identified 1,668

7 15.14 764 Benzene, ethyl 52 (1/1) 1,744

8 16.12 826 C8H8, MW = 104 1,452

9 25.34 1414 1,3,5,7-Tetraazatri

cyclo-[3.3.1.13.7]
decane 60 (1/1) 243

The review of information presented previously within this report, including the results of Py/MS, the
. systems blanks, the analysis of the non exposed wire, the analysis of the NODA travel blank, and the

analysis of the authentic samples strongly indicate that the presence of benzene and toluene, is very low
" and if actually present most probable exists as a low-level degradation product of sagebrush, or is present
- at great depth in small concentrations.

PETREX Sample # 2 - Second Wire Py/GC/MS Analysis ._

Figure 12 is the computer reconstructed mass chromatograph obtained during the Py/GC/MS analysis
of the PETREX Sample # 2 - Second Wire Collector which was returned from the NODA Site. Table
VIII contains the Py/GC/MS data obtained during the analysis of Sample # 2 - Second Wire.
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Figure 12. Computer reconstructed mass chromatogram obtained during the Py/GC/MS
analysis of PETREX Sample # 2. Second Wire

TABLE VIII

PY/GC/MS DATA OBTAINED DURING THE ANALYSIS OF PETREX SAMPLE # 2
SECONDWIRE

Retention

Peak Time Scan Tentadve Probability Ion
Number _ _ ldenfificafi0n _

I 3.68 36 Buten¢, isomers 76-52 (5/5) 808

2 4.01 57 Acetaldehyde 60 (1/I) 2,602*

3 5.34 142 Not Identified 1,420

4 6.11 191 Acetoaitrile 76-70 (4/5) 3,865 *

5 8.23 326 Not Identified 1,576

6 8.32 332 Not Identified 3,829 •

7 13.00 630 Not Identified 1,371 "

8 13.11 637 Not Identified 1,073 "

"- 9 13.47 660 Ethene, tetrachloro 87-36 (5/5) 695

I0 25.33 1416 1,3,5,7-Tetraazatri
cyclo-[3.3.1.13.7]
decan¢ 70 (l/li 718
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The presence of tetrachloroethylenc (PCE) on the PE_EX Wit_, reported during the Py, MS analysis
of the PETREX Sample # 2 - First Wh'¢, has been confirmed by the Py/GC,_IS analysis of PETREX
Sample # 2- Second Wire, however, the observed ion count of 695 definitely confirms that PCE is present
at an extremely low level,

PETREX Sample # 3. Second Wire Py/GC/MS Analysis

Figure 13 is the computer reconstructed mass chromatograph obtained during the Py/GC/MS analysis
' of the PET_X Sample # 2- Second Wire Collector which was returned from the NODA Site, Table

IX contains the Py/GC/MS data obtained during the analysis of Sample # 3- Second Wire.
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Figure 13, Computer reconstructed mass chromatogram obtained during the Py/GC/
Manalysis of PETREX Sample # 3 - Second Wire
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TABLE IX

PY/GC/MS DATA OBTAINED DURING THE ANALYSIS OF PETREX SAMPLE # 3
SECOND WIRE

Retention

Peak Time Scan Tentatiye Probability Ion ,
_ Number Identification %Hit ( / _

1 3.66 30 Butene, isomers 60-31 (4/5) 637

2 5.33 136 Not Identified 1,191

3 6.09 185 Acetonitrile 76-70 (4/5) 3,643*

4 8.23 321 Not Identified 1,234

5 9.48 401 Benzene 76-37 (5/5) 2,225

6 13.00 625 Not Identified 1,747

7 25.31 1410 1,3,5,7-Tetraazatri
cyclo-[3.3.1.13.7]
decane 70 (1/1) 540

* The presence of atmospheric components argon, nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide may effect the
tentative identification of these compounds without the use of standards.

The presence of tetrachloroethylene (PCE) on the PETREX Wire, reported during the Py/MS analysis
of the PETREX Sample # 3 - First Wire, has not been confirrned by the Py/GC/MS analysis of PETREX
Sample # 3. The Py/MS analysis of PETREX Sample # 3 - First wire did indicate that only a trace
concentration of PCE was present, the concentration of PCE present is most likely to be below the
detection limit.

PETREX Sample # 4. Second Wire Py/GC/MS Analysis
g

Figure 14 is the computer reconstructed mass chromatograph obtained during the Py/GC/MS analysis
of the PETREX Sample # 4 - Second Wire Collector which was._returned from the NODA Site. Table
X contains the Py/GC/MSdata obtained during the analysis of Sample # 4 - Second Wire.
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Figure 14. Computer reconstructed mass chromatogram obtained during the Py/GC/MS
analysis of PETREX Sample # 4 - Second Wire

TABLE X

PY/GC/MS DATA OBTAINED DURING THE ANALYSIS OF PETREX SAMPLE # 4
SECOND WIRE

Retention

Peak Time Scan Tentative Probability Ion
]2:[llIlll_ _ _ Identiflcntio_ % Hit (/) Count

1 3.58 27 Butene, isomer1 52-31 (5/5) 853

2 3.92 49 Acetaldehyde 70-60 (4/4) 169'

3 5.26 134 Not Identified 1,900

4 5.65 159 2-Pmpanone 70-70(5/5) 1,875

5 6.02 183 Acemnitrile 78-70(4/5) 4,378"

6 7. I I 252 Hcxane 76-60 (5/5) 1,133

7 8.20 322 Not Identified 1,674

8 9.02 374 Cyclohcxanc 94-88(5/5 3,595

9 9.44 401 Benzene 8%63 (415) 4,638

10 9.62 412 C,H_oMW = 82 1,055
q

II 12.45 593 Benzene, methyl 8%86 (3/5) 3,245
=

12 12.97 626 Not Identified 2,485

I3 23.34 1,414 1,3,5,7-Tetraazatri
"- cyclo-[3.3. I. 13.7]

decane 70 (111) 1,094

* The prcscnce of atmospheric components argon, nitrogen, oxygen, andcarbon dioxide may effect the
tentative identification of thesecompoundswithout theuseof standards..
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A review of the information presented in Figure 14 and Table X indicates that the presence of benzene
and toluene, as predicted by the Py/MS analysis of PETREX Sample # 4 - First Wire Analysis, is most
likely correct, however, the concentrations of these pollutants as indicated by the ion counts Benzene
(4,638) and toluene (3,245) would be expected to be very low. The presence of tetrachloroethylene
(PCE) on the PETREX Wire, reported during the Py/MS analysis of the PETREX Sample # 3 - First Wire,
has not been confirmed by the Py/GC/MS analysis of PETREX Sample # 3. The Py/MS analysis of
PETREX Sample # 3 - First wire did indicate that only a trace concentration of PCE was present, the
concentration of PCE present is most likely to be below the detection limit.

Summary and Conclusions

,!

A very limited PETREX Soil Gas Reconnaissance Survey was conducted on the NODA site. This survey
was a very limited demonstration survey utilizing only 5 PETRKY Collectors. It is possible that benzene
and toluene exist on the NODA site, however, based on our very limited reconnaissance survey, it is not
possible to determine whether the suspected aromatic compounds benzene and toluene exist as a result
of decomposition of terpenes present in sagebrush or whether they may be present resulting from the
disposal of solvents used on the NODA site. We believe that there may be very low levels of PCE and
trichlorofluoromethane (F- 11) on the NODA site. It would be necessary to conduct a follow-up study
using a grid of appropriate size and design to provide a more definite assessment of possible NODA site
contamination. We would, as part of a second phase study recommend analysis of soil and water samples
to confirm the results obtained in our preliminary and limited study of this site.

Very truly yours,

Irving N. Einhorn
President and Chief Executive Officer

cc: J. VieUenave
J. Henrie

M. Hatheway
L.C. Yang
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Appendix E

Dual Band Thermal Infrared Measurements--Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory Report
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To: Jim Ferguson j_oJ ( _/ ( _"_
From' Mike Carter
Subject: Draft of IR imaging report

Jim

I am sending you a draft of our report on our IR imaging work
, at INEL during September of 1992. In preparing this draft it is clear

that we have a significant amount of image analysis left to do.
After our initial looks at the data turned up little of real interest,

• we began concentrating on understanding the spectroscopic data
taken with the FTIR spectrometer. It is not clear we yet know
exactly how to interpret the FTIR data but we are making significant
progress. We will turn some of our attention to the image analysis
in order to complete this report.

Please forward a copy of this report to Buck Sissons for a
review. Please inform Buck that we did receive prints of our
photographs this week. These prints are necessary for us to make a
complete analysis of the IR images.

I will attempt to keep in touch with Buck and keep him
informed of our progress. I apologize for our lack of attention to
your schedule, I hope we will make significant progress in
generating a final report in the next few weeks.

Mike Carter
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Draft of Preliminary Report on
Thermal Infrared Measurements

at the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

Michael R. Carter, Charles L. Bennett, and David J. Fields
v

November 1992

" Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
P. O. Box 808, L-43

Livermore, Ca 94550

Abstract
In this report we describe the results of our infrared imaging

measurements at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. We also
lay out a theoretical basis for the expected magnitude of the
thermal signature of buried objects. We consider which surface and
subsurface variables and conditions are relevant in producing "noise"
in infrared images. We discuss the conditions under which buried
objects can be detected in principle. We present our field
observations of the signals and backgrounds observed with our
infrared imaging system, We also present spectral measurements of
various regions within these images. We finally present our
conclusions on the utility of infrared imaging for the detection of
buried waste at the INEL. We do find flaws in an earlier Martin
Marietta analysis of the detectability of buried objects by their
infrared signature. We rather agree with the conclusions stated in a
summary by Josten1 of the Martin Marietta results specifically:

"Preliminary theoretical calculations made by EG&G Idaho
indicate that objects buried below 1 to 2 ft will be
undetectable by a thermal system because they will be
beyond the penetration depth of solar radiation. These
predictions differ substantially from those made by Martin

' Marietta and included in their final report. At the INEL, the
. thermal system exhibited no capabilities for detecting buried

waste. Thermal anomalies detected at the SDA, SL-1, and the
o

ColdTest Pit. buried w__ste,areas were all associated with
ground surface features such as topography, vegetation, or
soil texture, Due to the lack of promising results for
detecting buried waste, no further field demonstrations are
warranted. Future work should focus on establishing a sound
theoretical basis for detection of buried waste."
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Background
As part of the effort to clean up the weapons complex, the

Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID) was initiated by the
Office of Technology Development (OTD) within the Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management (ERWM) branch of the Department
of Energy (DOE), The lead laboratory for this project was chosen to t

be the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). In order to
evaluate possible advanced technologies, the IBS (Identification of
Buried Structures, Aerial Surveillance and Analysis of Buried Waste)
project was initiated in August, 1991. Some of the alternatives
considered for the identification of buried ordnance and waste (and
their limitations) were"

1. Use of historical records (incomplete or inaccurate).
2. Ground-penetrating-radar (inaccurate depth and

identification).
3. Shallow seismic reflection (little reflection from objects

near surface, shapes of objects are inaccurately determined)
4. Ground-contact magnetic/electromagnetic reconnaissance (pit

geometries were indeterminate).
5. Core boring and sampling (invasive, generates waste, exposure

hazard to personnel).
6. Excavation (identification of wastes post-excavation is of no

use in guiding the excavation, nor is it helpful in determining
which wastes are best treated in situ)

7. Manual survey with metal detector (explosive hazard to
personnel)

8. No action. (planning for remediation becomes guesswork).

Two helicopter-mounted technologies were chosen for study by
the IBS project. One was a thermal infrared imaging system fielded
by Martin Marietta. The second was an EM system fielded by EBASCO.
The initial Long-Range plan for the IBS was described in a 1991
report by Williams 2. An evaluation of the results of the two
systems demonstrated was published 1 in March, 1992. The
conclusion of the evaluation of the thermal imaging system was
summarized by Jostenl

"Due to the lack of promising results for detecting buried
waste, no further field demonstrations are warranted. Future
,work should focus on establishing a sound theoretical basis
for detection of buried waste."
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Introduction
A highly precise measurement of the infrared light emitted

from a natural scene reveals a great deal of complexity. There is a
large degree of temporal periodicity, with strong peaks in the power
spectrum corresponding to the daily and annual variations. There is

, a large degree of spatial variation, with differences produced by
topography, biogenic activity, moisture content, and variations in
thermal absorptivity and emissivity. Some variations are transient

• and localized, while other variations are transient and diffuse, or
steady and localized, or steady and diffuse. All of this structure is
obvious on consideration of the images produced by an infrared
camera. The image of a na'.ural scene in the infrared often contains
so many features of the structures present, that the image strongly
resembles a black and white image produced by a visible light
camera, as the differences in light intensity in the visible, which
produce the contrast in a visible light image, are often highly
correlated with the differences in the light intensity in the infrared.

One prominent exception to the correlation of infrared and
visible images is produced by thermal effects. Pressing ones palm
against a wall leaves a residual image readily discernable in the
infrared for about a minute after the hand is removed. This
sensitivity to thermal effects makes possible the detection of
shallowly buried structures, since the response to the day/night
heating cycle is different for buried objects than for surface
objects. More deeply buried, larger Gtructures can be observed, in
principle, by their response to the summer/winter heating cycle.
The sensitivity to the buried object decreases exponentially with
depth of burial, however, so that only relatively shallow objects can
possibly be detected with this technique.

Mathematical Details
The differential equation which describes heat conduction is

' V. (-_VT)=-cp_T_h

(1)
' where T is the temperature, ,: is the thermal conductivity, c is the

specific heat, p is the density, and h is the density of heat
production. It will be assumed initially that horizontal variations
are negligible compared to variations with depth z, so that the
diffusion equation becomes one dimensional. Henceforth, primes
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denote derivatives with respect to z, while dots denote derivatives
with respect to time t. The one dimensional diffusion equation is

T" +-K_.T'-It=-h
K _ I_t

(2)
where ¢_ is the thermal diffusivity. If the thermal conductivity is
independent of depth this equation becomes

T"- l't' =- J'
X_.

(3)
The temperature distribution T(z,t) is a linear combination of a
steady state component and a fluctuating component. The local
curvature of the steady state component is determined by the local
heat production. For the fluctuating component, the time dependence

'iof the density of heat production is presumed negllg ble, and the
diffusion equation becomes homogeneous. The depth profile of the
fluctuating component at time t is related to the previous time
history of the surface temperature by the expression

T(z,t)=l'*" T(0,t-t')g(z,t')dt'
Jo l

(4)
where the green function g is explicitly

g(z,t)= z,.,.E_,exp(- _ )
tv4/_at 4(xt .

(5)

For periodically varying components in general, the diffusion
equation reduces to the Helmholtz equation

T" + L(_-T = 0,
(X

(6)
and the temperature profile with depth is given by

Q

T(z,t)= T(0) cxp(- z _:_-. (l-i) - i cot ).
(7)

The attenuation length 8 is _/(2a/_). (In this equation, and
henceforth, it is to be understood that physical values of
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observables correspond to the real part of the complex expressions.)
For a medium with a uniform thermal diffusivity, the attenuation
length for the daily cycle is _/365 ,, 19 times shorter than the
attenuation length for the annual cycle. Because of the strong
attenuation with depth of high frequency components in the time
dependence, the time dependence of the subterranean temperature

, eventually becomes nearly a perfect sine wave regardless of the
surface weather conditions.

The behavior of the temperature profile of eqn. 7 is identical
" to the attenuation of electromagnetic waves impinging on a good

conductor. The "skin depth" for attenuation of electromagnetic
waves is a direct analog of the attenuation length 8.

Subterranean measurements3 of the temperature vs time are
shown in Figures 1 to 6. It can easily be seen that the high
frequency components in the time dependence of the surface
temperature are rapidly attenuated with depth, so that at the
deepest measured depth, the data is visually indistinguishable from
a pure sine wave. From these data, it is apparent that the
approximation of nearly constant thermal diffusivity is reasonable
for the region studied, Furthermore, a value of the attenuation
length for the annual variation, 8a- 1.75 m, can be accurately
determined. The value of the attenuation length for the daily
variation for this material is 8d,,, 9 cm.

Using these values for the attenuation lengths for daily and
annual periods, idealized calculations of the temperature profile vs
depth at various times of the year have been plotted in Figures 6 and
7. In these calculations all frequencies except the daily and annual
variation have been ignored. Modulations for frequencies at the daily
rate and above will be completely undetectable below approximately
50 cm.

We have noted that the calculations by the Martin Marietta
group on the sensitivity of the thermal signature for buried waste
were erroneous 4. They seem to have confused the daily and the

, annual cycles. In effect, they assumed that the daily temperature
cycle was able to penetrate as far as the annual cycle. One of their

" "conclusions" about buried waste was that "A positive contrast (i.e.
• hot target) can be expected from 8 pm to 8 am, A negative contrast

(i,e. cold target) can be expected from noon to 6 pm". This is only
true for objects buried no more than a few inches deep, and is
simply wrong for objects buried more than a foot deep.

For the problem of buried waste, we are primarily concerned
with objects buried below 50 cm, Only the annual cycle of
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temperature variations will penetrate significantly to these depths,
and we will limit the following analysis to this single frequency
component. For the idealized case of an abrupt change in the thermal
diffusivity, as might be produced by a large array of barrels, buried
a uniform distance underground, a "reflection coefficient" may be
defined as the ratio of the amplitude of the thermal wave which is
reflected upwards to the amplitude of the incident thermal wave
which is travelling into the earth. Let 8' be the attenuation length in
the buried layer, and 8 be the attenuation length for the surface
layer. The value of the reflection coefficient is

t

R=_ exp(-2 D-L_J-).
' 8

8+8
(8)

There are two simple limiting cases, either the buried medium is a
very good thermal conductor, so that 8' is very large, and the factor
in front of the exponential becomes unity, or the buried medium is a
very good thermal insulator, so that 8' vanishes, and the prefactor
equals -1. In the event that the thermal diffusivity contrast is
small, the reflection coefficient also becomes small.

One characteristic signature of a buried layer is that there be
a reflected thermal wave appearing at the surface with a phase lag
with respect to the driving thermal wave produced by surface
heating. The magnitude of the out of phase component, due to the
subterranean reflection, relative to the driving component is given
by

exp(-.2,_0_)sin(.__.)
8+8 s s

(9)
For the measured diffusivity which fit the temperature
measurements displayed in Figures 1 to 6, the magnitude of this .
perturbation vs D, the depth of the buried object, has been graphed in
Figure 9. Under the most optimistic circumstances the surface
temperature perturbation is at most a few degrees centigrade. For a
more realistic case, consisting of a layer with a diffusivity contrast
of only 50%, the prefactor in equation 9 is 1/3, and only 1o of
temperature contrast is likely. The greatest contrast between the
in phase component and the out of phase component appears at either
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the autumnal or vernal equinox, while the minimum contrast appears
at the summer or winter solstice.

Unfortunately, the mere observationof a temperature
difference between two regions at a given time of year is not
sufficient to identify a buried structure. The average temperature
TO for a given location is a function of the absorptivityat th,J short

' wavelengths correspondingto the dominant insolation wavelengths
for the solar spectrum, and the emissivityin the infrared range of
wavelengths near 10 _m, correspondingto the dominant region of
ground emission. The average temperature is _ sensitive to other
heating and coolingmechanisms. Topographyand vegetation affect
the influence of wind cooling, for example. Non.radiative factors
can also have both daily and annual cycles. These competingfactors
are all involved in determiningthe baseline temperature upon which
the daily and annual variationstake place. Furthermore,even if a
given patch of ground has the same temperature as its surroundings,
but has a somewhat higher short wavelength emissivity,or if it has
a somewhat lower long wavelength emissivity, this region will
appear "hotter" to an ir camera.

Spatial Resolution Limitations
The maximum possible spatial resolution for infrared images

of buried objects is fundamentally limited by the spreading of the
reflected heat wave as it propagates from the buried object to the
surface. The best resolutionpossible in principle is limited to
approximately the burial depth of the object. For buried waste at
INEL, with depths reachableonly by the annual wave, there is an
additional limit on the spatial resolutionof the images of buried
structures. This blurring is caused by the tendency for a
temperature contrast to come to equilibrium with its surroundings.
A hot spot tends to warm its surroundings, both by conduction
(through the ground) and convection (through the air). Over the
period of a year, the efficacy of this equilibration can be highly
variable, and dependent on the local topography, vegetation, and

' weather. In summary, for an array of barrels buried 1 to 2 meters
- underground in a pit, for example, it would be extremely unlikely to
. be able to locate the pit boundary to better than a couple of meters.

LLNL IR Imaging measurements
Infrared imaging studies were conducted by Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory personnel at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory(INEL)in September of 1992. Measurements
were made at the United States Geological Service (USGS) test site
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just north of the Subsurface Disposal Area (SDA). Measurements
were also made at the location of the thermal anomaly found by
Martin Marietta at the Naval Ordnance Disposal Area (NODA).
Diagrams showing the USGS site and the NODA site are located in
Figures 10 and 11. The intent of these measurements was to
determine the effectiveness of dual-band thermal imaging in
detecting deeply buried objects.

Measurements were made at several times throughout the
nighttime hours. Measurements were made at the USGS site on two
separate nights. Measurements were made at the NODA site on only
one night. Visible photographs were taken during the daytime hours
in order to help document the locations of fiducials, vegetation and
other man-made objects located within the IR images.

Instrumentation
Infrared imaging measurements were made using a dual band

Thermovision®880 infrared scanner system from Agema Infrared
Systems. The scanner system employes two IR scanners, one uses an
InSb detector for the short-wavelength IR region, the other uses a
HgCdTe detector for the long-wavelength IR region. The short
wavelength scanner is sensitive to photons with wavelength
between 2 and 5.6 I_m. The long-wavelength scanner is sensitive
from 8 to 12 l_m. The analog signals from the scanners are digitized
with 12 bit precisinn. The minimum detectable temperature
difference of the 'bhermovision®880 scanners is 0.2o C.

The infrared scanners were mounted on a bucket truck and

lifted approximately 55 feet above the ground. The cameras were
mounted on a remotely operated pan and tilt mechanism and the
camera control computer was remotely operated. This allowed
complete operation from a mobile vehicle and eliminated the need to
place a person in the bucket truck to control the camera system.
Most measurements were made with a 20 degree field of view lens.
This corresponds to a 19 foot field of view on the ground (assuming
a vertical view). This limited field of view necessitates the use of
periodic spatial fiducials to allow one to create a mosaic of several
images. The spatial fiducials also permit accurate coregistration of
the two IR bands and allow the use of algorithms to separate the
image's thermal and emissivity components. This technique will be "
described in detail below.
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Dual-Band Infrared Imaging technique
The data analysis of the dual-band infrared images7 exploits a

property of Plank's law that applies for temperatures near room
temperature. The intensity of infrared emission at wavelength _, as
a function of temperature, T, can be approximated by a power law

' I(_,) = k E T^(50/;L) (10)

, where k is a constant, ¢ is the emissivity, T is the temperature in
degrees K, and _. is the wavelength in microns. This power law fit to
the intensity is shown in Figures 12 and 13 for 5 micron and 10
micron infrared radiation.

Using the ratio of the measured infrared radiation in the two
IR bands we can compute the following:

a = 1(5)/1(10) = [¢(5)/¢(10)]*T 5 (11)

For a blackbody, ¢(5)= ¢(10), and this ratio is proportional to the
temperature to the fifth power.

R~T 5 (12)

We can also calculate the emissivity ratio by computing the
following

1(10)2/1(5) = ¢(10)2*Tl°/(_(5)*T 1°) = ¢(10)2/E(5) (13)

We typically compute normalized ratios to obtain the temperature
and emissivity ratio maps:

T = In[(S/s)/(L/I)] (14)

and

E - In[(S/s)/(2L/I)] (15)Q

" where S is the intensity in the 5 micron band, s is the average
intensity in the 5 micron band, L is the intensity in the 10 micron
band and I is the average intensity in the 10 micron band.

In the case of a blackbody or graybody, the unprocessed
thermal image and the temperature ratio map will look alike. In the
case of a blackbody or graybody the emissivity ratio will be a
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constant. In other cases, these ratios can help between actual
temperature related features within an image and and emissivity
variation within the image.

Image analysis
A typical long wavelength IR image from the NODA site is

shown in Figure 14. This image was taken at 3:00 am on September
15, 1992. This image shows the edge of the thermal anomaly (a
compacted graved pad) and the berm surrounding the pad.
The infrared camera calibration indicates a temperature difference
of over 2.5 degrees K between the gravel pad and the berm. This is
in close agreement with the 2.1 degree measurement made by a
temperature probe inserted just below the surface of the soils.
Figure 15 shows the effective temperature ratio as given in equation
(14). There is indeed a measurable temperature difference between
the gravel pad and the surrounding berm area. Figure 16 shows the
calculated emissivity ratio as given in equation (15). Note that the
emissivity does not vary appreciable between the two areas. The
average emissivity can be taken as a constant to better than 2%. We
discuss below the effects of non-thermal emission from the gravel
pad.

The source of the temperature difference between the gravel
pad and the surrounding soil has yet to be identified. It is clear that
there is a significantly different density, heat capacity, thermal
conductivity and thermal diffusivity between the two soils. It also
seems likely that the surface reflectivity, in the visible region of
the spectrum, is quite different. There are small differences in
emissivity in the infrared region of the spectrum. These differences
are discussed below. Any of these effects can cause a difference in
temperature between the two areas. The exact cause of the
temperature may be able to be determined by accurate knowledge of
the time history of the temperatures. The temperature difference
can also be modeled if independent measurements of the critical
quantities can be made.

We are continuing to analyze the time history of the IR
measurements at the NODA site in hopes of gaining insight to the
cause of the temperature difference. There is no evidence of buried
structures below the gravel pad.

Figure 17 shows a composite view of the USGS site. Note the
location of the caisson at the far left of the image. Although
analysis of this data is incomplete at this time, we have yet to find
a significant variation in surface temperature attributable to the
buried objects within this view. We believe this is consistent with
our analytic analysis presented above. A complete statistical
analysis of the images has yet to be done.
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Spectroscopic Study at the NODA site
One of the findings of the Martin Marietta surveys of the NODA

site at INEL, was the identification of a large area whose infrared
signature differed from most of the rest of the landscape. It was
speculated that this area could perhaps be the site of a chemical

' spill.
Spectrally resolved infrared measurements were made at the

. NODA site using a portable MIDAC FTIR spectrometer (model M2400).
This FTIR spectrometer has an acceptance angle of approximately
two degree and is therefore not an effective imaging instrument.
The spectral resolution of this FTIR spectrometer is variable. All
measurements at the NODA site were made with a resolution of 0.5
cm -_. The FTIR spectrometer was mounted on a tripod at a height of
about 4 feet above the ground. This corresponds to a field of view of
about 2 to 3 inches on the ground. This spot size is small enough to
isolate the thermal emission of the major features found at the
NODA site including' the gravel pad, the surrounding soil, and
vegetation.

In order to help identify the reason for the different
appearance in the infrared of the NODA site, spectroscopic
measurements from a selection of regions near the NODA site were
measured. Figure 18 displays a spectrum taken of a sample of dirt
dug up from the soil just outside the "infrared anomalous" region.
The shape of this spectrum is generally consistent with a black body
distribution corresponding to the ambient temperature, once the
instrumental efficiency is factored out. Figure 19 displays a
comparison of the spectra of in situ dirt outside the "ir anomalous"
region with in situ gravel within the "ir anomalous" region. In the
raw spectra, it can be seen that there is more structure in the
gravel spectrum than in the dirt spectrum. In order to see this
structure more clearly, both of the spectra in Figure 19 were divided
by a reference spectrum, and the results plotted in Figure 20. The
interval plotted in Figure 20 corresponds approximately to the 8 to

I

12 I_m "water window" of air transmission. The NODA gravel clearly
• shows a lower emittance feature in the vicinity of 1100
. wavenumbers, i.e. about 9 I_m. It is known that all silicates have a

strong band at just about this wavelength (see reference 8, which
contains a study of nearly 50 silicates). It is very likely that the
gravel in the NODA site, which is readily visible to the naked eye, is
a silicate material. The emissivity contrast apparent in the Martin
Marietta images of the NODA site can be simply attributed to a
difference in the nature of the surface material. The variation in
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radiance can D_OJ;.be solely attributed to a temperature difference of
the two materials, since there is so much spectral structure.

Figure Captions

1. The observed variations of temperature (°C) at depths of 0.6 m
and 0.9 m during an annual cycle are compared with a sine wave.
2. The observed variations of temperature (°C) at depths of 1.5 m

t

and 2.1 m during an annual cycle are compared with a sine wave.
3. The observed variations of temperature (°C) at depths of 2.7 m
and 3.4 m during an annual cycle are compared with a sine wave.
4. The sine wave parameters are plotted vs depth in the ground. The
frequency is precisely consistent with the annual cycle. The average
temperature is nearly independent of depth.
5. The temperature amplitude is plotted vs depth, and compared
with a linear fit.
6. The phase of the sinusoidal temperature variation is plotted vs
depth, and compared with an exponentially decreasing fit.
7. Schematic illustration of the depth dependence of the
temperature for summer vs winter.
8. Schematic illustration of the depth dependence of the
temperature at the autumnal equinox.
9. Plot of the "out of phase" surface temperature perturbation due to
a perfectly conducting buried layer as a function of the depth of the
layer.
10. Schematic of the USGS test site at INEL.
11. Schematic of the NODA site at INEL.
12. Plot of the IR intensity at 5 microns vs temperature using
Plank's Law and the approximate power law I(;L)= k ¢ T^(50/_.)
13. Plot of the IR intensity at 10 microns vs temperature using
Plank's Law and the approximate power law I(_.)= k E TA(50/;L)
14. An image from the NODA site showing the Gravel pad on the
right and the surrounding dirt on the left. The four bright spots are
spatial fiducials used for image registration.
15. The calculated relative temperature using the dual band !R
analysis technique. This is an image from the NODA site (the same
location as Figure 14).
16. The calculated emissivity ratio from the NODA site showing
both the gravel pad and the berm.
17. A composite view of the USGS test site at INEL. These images
were taken in the 8-12 micron range.
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18. A raw FTIR emission spectrum of dirt sample from near the
NODA site. Instrumental response has not been factored out of this
data. The units on the abscissa are inverse centimeters or
wavenumbers.
19. A raw FTIR emission spectrum of in situ NODA gravel is
compared with in situ NODA dirt spectrum.

, 20. A relative emission spectrum of in situ NODA gravel is
compared with a relative emission spectrum from NODA dirt. Notice

, the decrease in emissivity near 1100 wavenumbers.
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Appendix F

Geophyslcal Survey==

Sincethe"FIRanomalycouldhc the resultof unrecordedwastedisposalactivities,a
geophysical survey for buried waste was conducted. The magnetometer in the vertical gradient
mode is scnsitivc to the presence of magnetic objecu. ThuA, the magnetometer wu selected to
detect the presence of buried objects, which typically contain high levels of ferrous metals.f

, Results of the survey on a 2.m grid spacing and the boundaryof the gravel pad estimated from
planetablemappingarcshownon FigureF-I, The largestperturbationto the verticalgradient
wascausedby the largeiron gateandgatepostsat thesoutheastcornerof thegravelpad(lower
rightcornerof Figure4 in themainsectionof thisreport), The areasof immediatelywestof the
centerof the gravelpadwith closedcontours(FigureF-I) indicatedthepossibilitythat a buried
metallic object was present. A more dense grid spacing of 0.2 m was used to survey the area with
closedcontours andthe results(FigureF-2) indicatethat thecameof the anomalywe shallow
(lessthan l-m) andhada low magneticmass(indicatedbythe smallamplitudeof thevertical
gradientanomaly).The resultsof thesesurveysdemonstratedthat the gravelpadandthea_
areasto thegravelpadwere free of large,buriedmagneticobjectss,ch assteel drums,canbten,,
andboxestypicallyfoundat INEL solidwastesites.

The sitewassurveyedusinga Model EM.31 groundconducti_tymeter(Oeonics,
Mississauga,Ontario,Canada),whichwasoperatedinquadraturemodeto detectthe presenceof
any largeelectricalconductorsandto mapthe subsurfaceconductance.A 2.m gridspacingwu
used. The EM.31 resultswere contoured(Figure4) and indicatethat thegravelpadandthe jells
beneaththegravelpadhavea relativelylow andrelativelyuniformelectricalconductivity.
Therefore, no large electrical conductors exist beneath the gravel pad. The absence of large,
electricalconductorsindicatesthat the sitewasnot usedfor thedisposalof Inorganicliquidssuch

i'asacdie, basic,or salinesolutions.

Ground.penetratingradar(GPR) (operatedat 100 and500 kHz), we usedto further
characterizethe areaof the magneticanomalyfoundin themagnetometersurvey. OPR responds
to changesin dielectricpropertiesof soil layersor buriedmaterials.The GPR did not respond
consistentlyover the arcsof the magneticanomaly.The lackof a consistentresponseindicates
that either no objectwaspresentor that the radarsignaldidnot penetratethcsoilsverywell.
Basedon previoususeof thegravelpadarea(seeAppendixA) and the generallackof response

, from the gcophysicalsurveys,the sitewasdeemedto bc free of buri_ metalobjectstypicalof
buriedwastesitesat the INEL. Therefore,no evidencewasl'oundindicatingthat the gravelpad
wascreatedduringundocumentedwastedisposalactivities,
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figure I:-2. V_rtica] gradient in _arth's magnetic i'i_Idover th_ magnetic anomaly shown in
Figur_ _-I. Th_ coordinates correspond to th_ local grid used in Figure F-I. Data were obtained
or, a O.2-m grid.
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